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Abstract 

This dissertation comprises three essays on population studies. I begin with a 

paper that is the first to investigate the short- and long-term effects of a recent change in 

Chinese divorce laws on married women’s and men’s well-being. The 2011 Chinese 

divorce reform transfers ownership of the family home to the registered buyer, most 

often the husband, in the event of a divorce. Prior to this legal change, the family home 

was considered joint property. Adopting a quasi-experimental study design and using 

data from the China Family Panel Studies, I found that this legal change led to gendered 

consequences. For a typical Chinese household where only the husband’s name is on the 

deed of the family home, it decreased women’s well-being while men’s well-being did 

not change.  

In the second study, I have examined the effect of the husband’s retirement on 

the wife’s health in China. The large increase in the probability of retirement at the legal 

retirement age for Chinese workers in the formal sectors enables me to exploit this 

discontinuity as a source of exogenous variation in retirement. Using data from the 

China Health and Retirement Longitudinal Survey, I implement a fuzzy regression 

discontinuity design to compare the health outcomes of wives whose husbands just 

retired with those of wives whose husbands are about to retire. Results show that the 

husband’s retirement significantly improves the wife’s health.  
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In the third study coauthored with Scott M. Lynch, we develop an extension of 

the Bayesian approach to making multistate life tables (MSLTs) introduced in Lynch and 

Brown (2005). Among all extant methods, the Bayesian approach developed by Lynch 

and Brown (2005) offers several key advantages over other approaches, including the 

ability to incorporate prior information, direct and probabilistic interpretations of 

estimates, and the flexibility to incorporate model changes to handle idiosyncratic data. 

However, this approach has been limited to only two states, such as “healthy” vs. 

“unhealthy”, and cannot handle partially absorbing states. The main contribution of our 

method is to allow high dimensional state spaces with partially absorbing states. 
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Introduction 

This dissertation is a collection of three essays in population studies, engaging in 

both substantive explorations and methodological innovations. All three chapters are 

motivated by a unifying interest in understanding the processes through which health 

disparities are generated and in informing social policies. Particularly, they seek to 

facilitate the understanding of the production and persistence of health inequality by 

integrating individual experiences with their social contexts. Chapters 1 and 2 focus on 

the substantive aspect of health inequality research, whereas Chapter 3 focuses on the 

methodological aspect. The major take-away from these chapters is that non-health 

policies, such as divorce laws and retirement policies, may have unintended health 

consequences and it is important to consider these consequences when evaluating 

policies.   

Chapters 1 and 2 examine the consequences of Chinese public policies that 

govern important life transitions, such as divorce and retirement. Specifically, using rich 

longitudinal survey and census data, the two chapters explore how household dynamics 

interact with Chinese social policies and generate differential consequences for 

household members’ well-being. The two essays examine not only the causal 

relationship between public policy and household dynamics, but also the mechanisms 

through which public policy affects different people in different ways. The findings of 
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these two essays shed light on unintended policy consequences in China, and have 

implications for other developing countries with similar institutional and cultural 

contexts.    

While Chapter 1 and 2 examine policies that govern important life transitions, 

Chapter 3 introduces a new methodology to model life transitions. Multistate life table 

methods (MSLTs) are widely used in population studies to estimate the length of 

remaining life that individuals can expect to live in different states, such as healthy 

versus unhealthy states, married versus unmarried states, and so on. Chapter 3, 

coauthored with Scott M. Lynch, focuses on the Bayesian approach to estimating 

multistate life tables, by extending the method introduced by Lynch and Brown (2005) to 

high dimensional state spaces with partially absorbing states. This method is flexible 

and user-friendly and can easily be applied to study topics of interest among a wide 

range of social scientists. 

Outline of the Chapters 

Chapter 1 is the first study to investigate the short- and long-term effects of a 

2011 Chinese divorce reform on married women’s and men’s well-being. This law 

transfers ownership of the family home to the registered buyer, most often the husband, 

in the event of a divorce. Prior to this law, the family home was considered joint 

property. Using data from the China Family Panel Studies (CFPS), a nationally 
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representative survey of Chinese households, I implement a difference-in-differences 

strategy to compare the outcomes of married individuals in households where only the 

husband’s name is on the deed with in those where the husband and the wife have equal 

home ownership status.  

Findings indicate that for a typical Chinese household where only the husband’s 

name is on the deed of the family home, the divorce reform decreased the probability of 

divorce. This result suggests that the legal change may have made women less willing to 

initiate divorce because of their fear of losing the family home. In the short run, the legal 

change decreased married women’s subjective well-being, with particularly large 

negative effects for women with higher divorce risks. The negative short-term effects for 

women are weakened in the long run, likely due to the fact that Chinese couples have 

arranged after the legal change to abide by a more traditional Chinese marriage contract. 

Indeed, around 30 percent of the husbands in typical Chinese families transferred the 

property to their children within five years of the legal change, making couples have 

equal home ownership status again. Men’s well-being is not affected in the short or long 

run. 

This study also makes important theoretical contributions to understanding 

household dynamics. Specifically, this study clarifies the situations in which individual 

economic autonomy matters in determining household dynamics, and to identify ways 

in which gender has independent effects. The paper addresses two questions that have 
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received mixed support in the literature. First, in the long run, will changes in intra-

household property rights alter the course of gender norms, or will traditional gender 

norms counteract the associations between individual economic autonomy and 

household dynamics? By distinguishing longer-term effects from short-term effects, the 

evidence provided in this study suggests the latter – couples in household where only 

the husband’s name was on the deed of the family home made adaptations that 

counteract the intended effects of the divorce law change. Second, will transferring 

property rights from women to men have symmetric consequences relative to 

transferring property rights from men to women? By comparing the effects of the legal 

change on households where only the husband’s name was on the deed with those 

where only the wife’s name was on the deed, the results suggest that it is not the case.   

Chapter 2 investigates the effect of the husband’s retirement on the wife’s health 

outcomes in China. Although there have been an increasing number of studies 

examining the effect of retirement on retirees’ health, the spillover effect of retirees’ 

retirement on their spouses’ health has been largely ignored. This paper is the first to 

examine the spousal health spillover effect of retirement in China. Because the wife’s 

health outcomes are likely endogenous to the husband’s retirement decision, I exploit an 

exogenous source of variation in retirement using the large increase in the probability of 

retirement at the legal retirement ages for Chinese workers in the formal sector. Using 

data from the China Health and Retirement Longitudinal Survey, I implement a fuzzy 
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regression discontinuity design to compare the health outcomes of wives whose 

husbands just retired with those of wives whose husbands are about to retire.  

My results show that among urban wage earners, the husband’s retirement 

significantly benefits the wife’s mental and physical health. Specifically, it increases the 

wife’s self-rated health while decreasing her subjective poor health, depression level, 

and stomach and lung disease risks. This positive spillover effect is likely driven by the 

fact that the husband’s retirement allows the wife to have more leisure time to socialize 

and exercise, which benefits her health. As one example, women increase the frequency 

of plaza dancing or exercising upon their husbands’ retirement. This phenomenon is 

particularly salient among higher educated couples and among retired wives. 

This study has important policy implications. Many lower- and middle-income 

countries, like China, are facing critical population aging issues. One of the most serious 

consequences of population aging is that it threatens the sustainability of the pension 

system – there are more elderly consuming pension than working age adults 

contributing to pension. In China, postponing the legal retirement age has been 

frequently proposed as a solution (Feng et al., 2018). Although postponing legal 

retirement ages may ease the burden of the pension system, it may have other 

unintended consequences that will increase government expenditure, such as increasing 

government expenditure on health care. Therefore, it is important to understand how 

retirement affects health outcomes of retirees and their family members. My research 
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finds some support to the argument that retirement negatively affects male retirees’ 

health in China whereas its effect on female retirees’ health is less obvious. More 

importantly, I also find a positive spillover effect of the husband’s retirement on the 

wife’s health, which suggests that the negative health consequences of retirement may 

be smaller than expected for a household as whole. Postponing legal retirement ages 

may postpone the negative health consequences of male retirees, but at the same time 

postponing the positive spillover effects on their wives’ health.          

The main theoretical contribution of this chapter is to incorporate perspectives 

from different disciplines and highlight the argument that the retirement system, as a 

redistribution channel, has health impacts across retirees’ family members. The 

consequences of retirement are of interests to social scientists across disciplines. The 

sociology literature has emphasized the effect of retirement on household structure, 

living arrangements, family relations, and marital quality. The economics literature 

tends to focus more on its effect on household consumption and poverty. The public 

health literature and part of the economics literature pays more attention on its impact 

on retirees’ health. The goal of this paper is to examine whether and how an individual’s 

retirement has effects on his or her spouse’s health outcomes. However, the effects on 

family members cannot be fully understood without understanding the impact of 

retirement on household structure, marital quality, and household expenditure. This 
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chapter also aims to identify which of these possible mechanisms are more dominant in 

explaining the impact of the husband’s retirement on the wife’s health.        

Chapter 3, coauthored with Scott M. Lynch, provides a Bayesian method for 

computing multistate life table quantities (MLST) using survey data. The main 

contributions of our method are to extend the Bayesian MLST method introduced in 

Lynch and Brown (2005) by handling complex state spaces and dealing with partially 

absorbing states. MSLTs are an important tool for producing easily understood 

measures of population health. Among all extant methods, the Bayesian approach 

developed by Lynch and Brown (2005) offers several key advantages over other 

approaches, including the ability to incorporate prior information, direct and 

probabilistic interpretations of estimates, and the flexibility to incorporate model 

changes to handle idiosyncratic data. However, this approach has been limited to only 

two states, such as “healthy” vs. “unhealthy”, and cannot handle partially absorbing 

states. To overcome the high-dimensionality problem computationally associated with 

complex state spaces, we take advantage of a recent methodological advancement in the 

statistics literature: the estimation of Bayesian multinomial logit models using Polya-

Gamma latent variables (Polson et al., 2013). This technique makes our Markov Chain 

Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm more computationally efficient than alternative MSLT 

packages. To deal with partially absorbing states, we estimate multinomial logistic 
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regressions using transitions rather than states as outcome variables to generate 

transition matrices, which can be used later to generate life tables.  

As an example of our method, we examine disparities in life expectancies at age 

50 between populations with and without type 2 diabetes in the United States by birth 

region and current residence. Due to methodological limitations, existing studies on 

diabetic life expectancies rarely consider complex relationships between diabetes and 

other diseases such as chronic conditions and ADLs. Modeling these complex 

relationships requires complex state spaces, which cannot be easily done using 

alternative MSLT methods. Applying our method, we show that we can produce results 

with three major advantageous features over alternative MSLT methods. First, state 

expectancies can be aggregated or divided in various ways to obtain meaningful life 

table statistics, with uncertainty measured by credible intervals. Second, both 

population-based and status-based life tables can easily be constructed. Third, 

probabilities that one group has worse outcomes relative to another group can easily be 

computed. 
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Chapter 1: Property Rights Talk: The 2011 Chinese 
Divorce Reform and Its Gendered Consequences 

Overview 

This study examines the effect of intra-household property rights on household 

members’ well-being by exploiting the 2011 Chinese divorce reform. This reform 

transfers ownership of the family home to the registered buyer, most often the husband, 

in the event of a divorce. Prior to this legal change, the family home was considered joint 

property. Using data from the China Family Panel Studies (CFPS), a nationally 

representative survey of Chinese households, I implement a difference-in-differences 

strategy to compare the outcomes of married individuals in households where only the 

husband’s name is on the deed with those where the spouses have equal home ownership 

status. My findings reveal that in the short term, the 2011 Chinese divorce reform led to 

diminished well-being for women in a typical Chinese household where the deed to the 

marital home is in the husband’s name only. This adverse effect was even more 

pronounced for women at high risk for divorce. No significant effects were found for 

either spouse when only the wife’s name is on the deed. The findings do, however, 

provide evidence supporting the notion that in the long run gender constraints counteract 

the associations between property rights and household dynamics. Nevertheless, on a 

practical level, these findings also demonstrate how a seemingly gender-neutral policy 

can generate gendered consequences. It is therefore critical that policy makers consider 

implications for intra-household inequality. 
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Introduction  

Despite a booming economy, gender equality remains an elusive pursuit for 

China. According to the Global Gender Gap Index published by the World Economic 

Forum, China ranked 63rd among 115 countries (45th percentile) in gender equality in 

2006 (Hausmann et al., 2006) and has continued to regress relative to other countries over 

the past decade. In 2016, China fell to 99th among 144 countries (31st percentile) in 

gender equality (Leopold et al., 2016). Aggregate statistics indicate that Chinese women 

are disadvantaged relative to Chinese men in almost all aspects: income (All-China 

Women’s Federation, 2011), education (The World Bank, 2006b), employment (The 

World Bank, 2006b), occupation (Ngo, 2002; Shu, 2005), health (The World Bank, 

2006b), property ownership (Duncan & Li, 2001; FAO, 2011), leadership (Credit Suisse 

Research Institute, 2014; The World Economic Forum, 2015), and political 

representation (The World Bank, 2006b).  

Reducing gender inequality could benefit China in several ways. First, promoting 

gender equality raises women’s economic productivity, which leads to economic growth 

(FAO, 2011). Second, populations living in poverty in less-developed regions of the 

country are disproportionately women (The World Bank, 2006a). Improving gender 

equality by reducing female poverty rates could appreciably reduce the overall poverty 

rate in China (The World Bank, 2006a). Third, women with greater access to household 

resources tend to have higher bargaining positions in the family. Studies consistently 

show that children benefit when a mother’s bargaining power increases because women 
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tend to invest more in their children (Behrman & Skoufias, 2006; Duflo, 2000; Lépine & 

Strobl, 2013; Rangel, 2006; Thomas, 1990). With healthier and better educated offspring, 

a significant long-term benefit is improved quality of human capital in future generations 

(Osmani & Sen, 2003).  

In this paper, I focus on an important but relatively less studied aspect of gender 

inequality – intra-household property ownership – and examine how changes in property 

ownership within the household affect both spouses’ well-being, by exploiting the most 

recent major divorce reform in China. On August 13th, 2011, a new interpretation of the 

Marriage Law was enforced by the Chinese Supreme Court.1 Prior to this change, a 

family home was generally considered joint property upon divorce. The new 

interpretation stipulates that upon divorce, a family home belongs to the registered buyer. 

Traditionally, the husband and his birth family provide the family home and only the 

husband’s name is on the deed. This legal change will therefore lead to a significant 

number of Chinese women losing their portion of ownership in the marital home in the 

event of divorce. Using data from the China Family Panel Studies (CFPS), a nationally 

representative survey of Chinese households, I implement a difference-in-differences 

strategy to compare the outcomes of married individuals when only a husband’s name is 

on the deed with those in which spouses’ have equal home ownership status.  

                                                      

1 Interpretation (III) of the Supreme People’s Court of Several Issues on the Application of the Marriage 

Law of the People’s Republic of China (Document Number: Interpretation No. 18 of the Supreme 

People’s Court). 
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This study has important theoretical implications for understanding household 

dynamics. An important theoretical question in the family literature is: to what extent 

does individual economic autonomy determine household dynamics relative to gender 

norms, and why? There have been some excellent discussions along this line (Bianchi et 

al., 2000; Bittman et al., 2003; Breen & Cooke, 2005; Cooke, 2006). The main theoretical 

contributions of this paper are to further clarify those circumstances in which individual 

economic autonomy matters in determining household dynamics, and also to identify 

channels through which gender has independent effects. Specifically, this paper 

contributes to our understanding of two theoretical questions that are still unclear in the 

existing literature. First, in the long run, will changes in intra-household property rights 

alter the course of gender norms, or will traditional gender norms counteract the 

associations between individual economic autonomy and household dynamics? For 

typically patriarchal Chinese households, this study finds support for the exchange-

bargaining theories in the short term after changes in intra-household property rights went 

into effect. However, in the longer term, traditional gender norms counteract the 

associations between intra-household property rights and household dynamics. Second, 

does transferring property rights from women to men have symmetric consequences 

when compared to a transfer of property rights from men to women? This study finds that 

the consequences are not symmetric. The findings of this paper suggest that gender 

expectations shaped by patriarchal features of Chinese society play a key role in 

understanding family dynamics, net of individual economic autonomy.         
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This study also has important practical implications. It is the first to empirically 

examine the consequences of China’s 2011 divorce reform, which is currently in effect. 

As the divorce rate in China continues to increase dramatically, the general public is 

increasingly aware of the risks of divorce along with changes in divorce-related 

legislation. As will be discussed further in the theoretical section, the 2011 Chinese 

divorce reform will not only affect those who were considering divorce or about to 

divorce, but also affect couples not contemplating divorce who nevertheless were aware 

of the risks. In 2011, China had a population of roughly 1,347 million, with a marriage 

rate of 73%2 and a homeownership rate of 90%.3 Therefore, up to 890 million individuals 

could have been affected by the divorce law change, not to mention its effects on future 

generations. Findings from carefully evaluating this reform have important policy 

implications for policymakers in China and other developing countries.   

Intra-Household Gender Inequality in China 

The progress of gender equality in China has been slow since the ‘reform and 

opening-up’ policies instituted in 1978 (Chi & Li, 2014; Gustafsson & Li, 2000; 

Hannum, 2005; Knight & Song, 2003), with the exception of educational attainment 

(Lavely et al., 1990; Wu & Zhang, 2010). The narrowing gender gap in educational 

attainment coupled with the widening gender gap in income and wealth presents a major 

paradox in the Chinese inequality literature (see Appendix Figure A1). This paradox 

                                                      

2 The number is estimated from the China 2005 One-Percent Population Survey. 
3 The number is estimated from the 2011 China Household Finance Survey (CHFS). 
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could potentially be explained by the persistence of micro-level, intra-household gender 

inequality (Fuwa, 2004; Xie, 2013). Compared to their male counterparts, educated 

women are more likely to accept lower paying jobs because of their heavier burden of 

household tasks. Additionally, Chinese households’ gendered investment decisions for 

sons versus daughters can also be explained by women’s lower household bargaining 

power compared to their husbands (Qian, 2008). While the focus on macro-level gender 

inequality continues, few studies have focused on intra-household gender inequality in 

China.  

This lack of focus is likely related to the traditional belief that gendered division 

of household labor allows households to function more efficiently, and a well-functioning 

household benefits both men and women. This belief is reflected in old Chinese sayings 

such as “nan zhu wai nv zhu nei” (men take care of things outside the household, whereas 

women take care of things within the household). This traditional patriarchal gender 

discourse resurged in the post-reform period, which some argue was reinforced through 

market liberalism via the male wage premium (Ji et al., 2017; Wu, 2009). As a result, not 

only men, but also women increasingly believe that women are responsible for taking 

care of the household (National Bureau of Statistics of China, 2010). Understanding 

whether and how intra-household gender inequality affects household members’ well-

being is particularly important in a modern Chinese context, considering that present 

policies tend to overlook intra-household gender inequality.    
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Well-being is a meaningful concept to the general public and it provides a 

common metric for policymakers to evaluate policies (Dolan et al., 2011). It refers not 

only to living conditions, but more importantly, to how individuals think and feel about 

their lives. Despite documentation on intra-household gender inequality in time allocation 

(Brown, 2009; Qi & Dong, 2016; Qi et al., 2017; Ruan, 1984; Wang, 2014; Yu & Xie, 

2011; Zhang & Farley, 1995) and household consumption (Brown, 2009; Sun & Zhao, 

2016; Wang, 2014), we still know little about how this inequality affects the well-being 

of household members. Most outcomes examined in existing studies do not directly 

measure well-being, and it is not clear how we should interpret the results in terms of 

well-being. Measures such as consumption, production, and labor force participation are 

difficult to interpret in terms of well-being because preferences on those outcomes are 

often unobserved (Doss, 2013). For example, higher female participation in the labor 

force may come at the expense of leisure time, which is linked to decreased well-being. 

However, it also provides women with greater independent income, which is linked to 

increased well-being. When it comes to household consumption, these studies tend to 

make the assumptions that women prefer certain types of consumption (e.g. tea and salon 

visits) and oppose male-associated preferences (e.g. cigarettes and alcohol) (Doss, 2013).  

In this study, I aim to address the question of how intra-household gender 

inequality affects women’s and men’s well-being by focusing on intra-household 

inequality of property rights. My focus on intra-household property rights is driven by the 

fact that among all the resources typically held by a family, land and housing account for 
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a significant portion of household wealth throughout the world. In the United States, real 

estate represented almost one-third of total household wealth in 2010 and 2013 (Wolff, 

2016).4 The proportion is typically even larger in developing countries. In China, land 

and housing assets represented 78.9% of urban household wealth and 79.6% of rural 

household wealth in 2012 (Xie & Jin, 2015).5  

Divorce Laws and Trends in China 

Changes in property rights within Chinese households have been closely linked to 

marriage-related legal changes since the establishment of the People’s Republic of China 

in 1949. The first Marriage Law was promulgated in 1950 by the new Chinese 

government with the purpose of ensuring women’s rights to property upon divorce 

(Articles 23-25). Although the 1950 Marriage Law grants the right to divorce unilaterally 

(Article 17), divorce was extremely difficult in practice due to institutional, political, and 

cultural factors (Celello & Kholoussy, 2016; Woo, 2003). The Chinese government 

amended the Marriage Law in 1980, allowing for divorce due to incompatibility (Article 

25), making divorce easier and leading to a significant increase in the divorce rate 

between 1980 and 1990 (Celello & Kholoussy, 2016). An increasing number of divorce 

cases heard by the courts relating to property divisions was due to a lack of specific 

articles in existing divorce law. In 1993, the Chinese Supreme Court, therefore, 

                                                      

4 Numbers calculated from Table 3 in Wolff (2016), by adding percentages of Principal residence 

and Other real estate, and minus Debt on principal residence. 
5 Numbers calculated from Table 4 in Xie and Jin (2015), by adding percentages of Land Assets 

and Housing Assets, and minus Housing Debts. 
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announced that housing and other valuable assets purchased prior to marriage are 

considered joint property, conditional on common usage and management for eight years 

(Article 6).6  

An amendment to the Marriage Law in 2001 further elaborated on the definition 

of personal property within marriage (Article 18) and introduced provisions for financial 

compensation (Article 40). Specifically, properties acquired during the marriage, 

including land use rights, were considered to be joint property (Article 17, Article 39). 

The 2001 divorce law is considered to have promoted women’s property rights (Sun & 

Zhao, 2016). It stipulated that joint property will be divided favoring the interests of the 

children and wife upon divorce (Article 39). The first two judicial interpretations, 

occurring in 2001 and 2003, carried forward this spirit of promoting women’s rights. 

According to the First Judicial Interpretation, if one spouse has difficulties maintaining a 

basic living standard after divorce, including a lack of residence, the other spouse must 

provide appropriate aid by transferring his or her personal properties and offering housing 

ownership or dwelling rights (Article 27). The Second Judicial Interpretation further 

stipulated that housing obtained from the parents of one spouse during the marriage is 

considered joint property upon divorce (Article 22).    

However, in 2011, the Chinese Supreme Court re-interpreted the divorce law for 

the third time. This new interpretation addressed several important property issues and 

                                                      

6 Other valuable assets, regardless of who the buyer was, had been considered joint property, 

conditional on common usage and management for four years (Article 6). 
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generally reversed the property protections for women in the event of divorce. First, 

immovable property purchased prior to marriage, such as the family home, would now 

belong to the registered owner, usually the buyer, upon divorce.7 This applies even when 

a buyer makes an initial down payment prior to marriage, but subsequent mortgage 

payments are made jointly during the marriage (Article 10). Second, when only one 

spouse’s parents assist in the purchase of immovable property within marriage, and the 

property is registered under that spouse, the property is that spouse’s personal property 

(Article 7).8 Third, within marriage, if the couple purchased a housing unit created 

through the housing reform in the name of and registered under one spouse’s parents, the 

housing unit belongs to that spouse’s parents upon divorce (Article 12).  

Although seemingly gender-neutral from a legal perspective, when analyzed in 

the context of Chinese social norms, the 2011 divorce law may, in fact, adversely affect 

women. Deep-rooted traditional Chinese beliefs consider the man to be the head of the 

household and the homeowner. Since a family home is considered a prerequisite for a 

Chinese man looking for a wife,9 a young man’s family members and relatives often pool 

                                                      

7 Although the 2001 divorce law states that pre-marital properties are an individual’s properties 

upon divorce, it was only principle-setting and was not enforceable in the case of division of 

family homes in the event of divorce until the judicial interpretation in 2011 was announced (Sun 

& Zhao, 2016; Wang, 2006).  
8 If both spouses’ parents paid during the marriage and the property is only registered under one 

spouse’s name, the property is considered the spouses’ joint property based on the relative 

contribution of their parents (Article 7). 
9 In the Chinese Marriage Relationship Status Report 2010 published by the Committee of 

Matchmaking Service Industries of the China Association of Social Workers, and one of the 
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money to help him purchase housing. Chinese parents rarely help a daughter to purchase 

a home before marriage (Hu, 2017). For this reason, the majority of family homes in 

China are registered in the name of the husband (Fincher, 2016). While not responsible 

for providing the family home, Chinese women are expected to furnish and decorate the 

house, do the housework, and take care of children and the elderly.10 However, these 

efforts are not valued by the 2011 divorce law. Moreover, as housing became more 

expensive, many women and their families also provided financial assistance towards the 

purchase of a family home (Fincher, 2016). According to the 2012 Horizon survey with 

iFeng.com, women made financial contributions to the purchase of almost 90% of houses 

paid for in cash, and over 70% of homes bought with a mortgage loan (Fincher, 2016). 

However, their names are typically not on the deed, and many did not retain evidence of 

their financial contribution since they could not anticipate the legal change in 2011 

(Fincher, 2016). The law’s dissenters contend that the new law yields asymmetric 

consequences between men and women – men exit the marriage with a valuable 

appreciating asset, whereas women, having failed to anticipate the legal change, are 

unable to recoup any value for the time they invested in household labor or the money 

they invested in furnishing, housekeeping, and purchasing the home.  

                                                      

 
biggest Chinese matchmaking service providers - baihe.com, almost 70 percent of Chinese 

women require a man to own a home before accepting his marriage proposal. 
10 Houses in China are typically sold without furnishings. Furnishing and decorating can be costly 

(Fincher, 2016). 
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Why did the Chinese Supreme Court launch such a controversial law in 2011? 

There were four major socioeconomic forces at work in the 2000s that propelled this 

change. First, with the rapid advancement of the Chinese economy and a rapid 

accumulation of wealth among its people, there appeared a strong legal need to protect 

property. As a result, China launched its first property law in 2007. Second, since the 

early 2000s, China has experienced a dramatic real estate boom, with over a 10 percent 

per year increase in housing prices between 2003 and 2014 (Glaeser et al., 2017). As a 

result, the husband’s birth family typically spent a larger portion of their household 

wealth to purchase a family home. Third, the divorce rate in China has increased steadily 

over time, and more dramatically since the early 2000s. Figure 1 shows the crude divorce 

rate (CDR) from 1978 to 2014.11 In 2011, the crude divorce rate was double that of 1991. 

The husband’s birth family increasingly felt the threat of losing a large share of 

household wealth upon their son’s divorce, which was “unfair to them” (The Chinese 

Supreme Court, 2011). Consequently, the number of divorce cases related to the division 

of a family home has increased dramatically. Fourth, social media began to play an 

important role in supervising the government’s actions. Similar cases resulting in 

conflicting court rulings tended to generate controversies on the internet, which 

subsequently harmed the government’s credibility. There was a need for the courts to 

                                                      

11 Wang and Zhou (2010) suggest that the crude divorce rate may overestimate the increase in 

divorce in China because of the increased proportion of married individuals. However, despite a 

slight overestimation, the trend of China’s refined divorce rate in Wang and Zhou (2010) is highly 

consistent with that of China’s crude divorce rate. 
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have a divorce law that was clear, simple, and specific, and was consistent with the spirit 

of the property law launched in 2007, to reduce the flexibilities of judges’ rulings (The 

Chinese Supreme Court, 2011). As a result, the 2011 divorce law was enacted.      

 

 

Data source: The National Bureau of Statistics of the People's Republic of China. 

Figure 1. Crude Divorce Rate (CDR) and Crude Marriage Rate (CMR) in China (per 

1,000 population), 1978-2016 

Theoretical Framework   

The effects of the 2011 Chinese divorce reform on male and female well-being in 

a typical Chinese household where only the husband’s name is on the deed of the family 

home are theoretically ambiguous, with existing theories providing several possibilities. 

The unitary model predicts that there will be no changes in women’s and men’s 

well-being after a transfer of property rights from one spouse to the other. This model 

assumes that couples act together and share a set of common preferences (Becker, 1965). 
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In this model, the household, as a single decision unit, maximizes its utility independent 

of the power dynamics between couples. Because the 2011 divorce reform did not take 

away property rights from the household, it is predicted that neither women’s nor men’s 

well-being will change. While this theoretical framework has many advantages, an 

increasing number of empirical studies reveal inconsistent findings with the predictions 

of the unitary model (Lundberg & Pollak, 1996).  

The divorce-threat bargaining model introduced by McElroy (1990) predicts that 

a transfer of property rights from one spouse to the other will lead to opposite 

consequences for women’s and men’s well-being. In this model, the divorce threat point 

represents a household member’s potential options and well-being outside of marriage, 

which determines his or her bargaining power within marriage. A household member’s 

bargaining power on decisions of household resource allocation is influenced by 

“extrahousehold environmental parameters” (EEPs) by changing the threat point 

(McElroy, 1990). These EEPs could include, for example, marriage laws that shift 

alimony rights (Chiappori et al., 2016; Rangel, 2006) and intra-household property rights 

(Chiappori et al., 2002; Gray, 1998; Sun & Zhao, 2016; Wang, 2014), and wealth 

obtained from natal families (Brown, 2009). An analysis of family bargaining and 

marriage markets using this model gives us straightforward policy predictions, as 

referenced in McElroy (1997). One of the most commonly examined predictions is that 

policies empowering women by increasing their bargaining power within marriage help 

them obtain their preferred household outcomes (e.g., consumption, time allocation). This 
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prediction has been confirmed by a large number of studies (Allendorf, 2007; Beegle et 

al., 2001; Chiappori et al., 2002; Datta, 2006; Doss, 2006; Fafchamps et al., 2009; 

Fafchamps & Quisumbing, 2002; Gray, 1998; Panda & Agarwal, 2005). Another 

prediction applicable to the 2011 Chinese divorce reform that has not yet been examined 

extensively empirically, suggests that policies that transfer a woman’s control of property 

to a spouse will cause women to suffer and men to prosper (McElroy, 1997).  

The sociological exchange theory provides similar predictions to those of the 

divorce-threat bargaining model (Bittman et al., 2003; Blood & Wolfe, 1960; Cook et al., 

2013; Molm & Cook, 1995). According to this theory, one spouse, A, is considered to be 

more dependent on the other spouse, B, if A has limited access to certain resources such 

as income or social status except through B. In exchange, A must provide more services 

within the marriage. In the case of the current divorce reform, a married woman would 

need to make greater sacrifices within the marriage to compensate for her dependence on 

her husband for housing.12 Altogether, this will tend to decrease women’s well-being 

while increasing men’s well-being.  

These theories are not mutually exclusive and provide reasonable predictions in 

many contexts. However, none of these theories consider the role of cultural and 

institutional contexts when exploring household dynamics. Sociologists have long 

recognized the pervasive effects of gender, a primary element of cultural context, in 

                                                      

12 There might be multiple factors that lead to housing difficulties for divorced women, such as 

shortages of affordable housing and the location of housing as a determinant of children’s school 

enrollment. 
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shaping marital relationships (Ferree et al., 1999). According to the sociological gender 

perspective, net of the effect of individual economic autonomy, gender has independent 

effects on family dynamics through gendered expectations (Wilkie et al., 1998). 

According to gender theories, couples are observed “doing gender” in their marital 

relationship by interacting with each other based on socially described gender norms 

(West & Zimmerman, 1987). The patriarchal features of Chinese society have shaped the 

‘bride price’ practice on the marriage market, whereby the groom’s family is expected to 

provide the family home as a precondition for marriage in order to gain the approval of 

the bride’s family. This patriarchal society also led to the development of a son 

preference, which culminated in a shortage of women on the marriage market and thus 

reinforced the bride price practice. In a Chinese context, the ‘bride price’ practice has 

shaped gendered expectations. One of these gendered expectations is that the husband 

should provide the family home and share it with the wife. According to the gendered 

expectation argument, women may have had an immediate negative response to this legal 

change, because it unexpectedly defied gendered expectations. But in the long run, 

gender constraints will serve to counteract the association between economic factors and 

household dynamics. The gendered expectation argument predicts that couples will 

eventually make adaptations in response to the legal change that are more closely aligned 

with traditional gender norms. 

An important theoretical question in the family literature is: to what extent does 

individual economic autonomy determine household dynamics relative to gender norms, 
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and why? Building on existing discussions (Bianchi et al., 2000; Bittman et al., 2003; 

Breen & Cooke, 2005; Cooke, 2006), this paper aims to further our understanding of two 

theoretical questions that require greater clarity. First, in the long run, will changes in 

intra-household property rights alter the course of gender norms, or will traditional 

gender norms counteract the associations between individual economic autonomy and 

household dynamics? Second, will transferring property rights from women to men have 

symmetric consequences to the transfer of property rights from men to women? To 

answer the first question, I examine the dynamic effect of intra-household property rights 

on each spouse’s well-being in typical households where the deed is in the husband’s 

name only, by distinguishing the immediate effects from the longer-term effects. To 

answer the second question, I compare the effect of the legal change among households 

where the husband is the sole deed holder to those where only the wife holds the title.       

Data and Measures  

Data 

The empirical analysis uses data from the China Family Panel Studies (CFPS) 

2010, 2012, 2014, and 2016 waves. CFPS is a nearly nationally representative and 

longitudinal survey of Chinese communities, families, and individuals launched in 2010 

by the Institute of Social Science Survey (ISSS) of Peking University. Twenty-five 

provinces, representing approximately 95% of the Chinese population, are covered in the 
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baseline survey.13 Using the probability proportional to size (PPS) sampling method, this 

survey is designed to examine social and economic changes in China through individual-, 

family-, and community-level data. Both immediate and non-immediate relatives living 

in a household continuously for at least three months at the time of interview are 

considered ‘core family members’ (Xie, 2012). Core family members and their offspring 

are the gene members of CFPS (Xie, 2012). Similar to the design of the Panel Study of 

Income Dynamics (PSID) in the U.S., gene members are permanent respondents of CFPS 

and are tracked through death (Xie, 2012). In the 2010 baseline survey, almost 15,000 

families comprised of approximately 30,000 individuals were interviewed. The total 

response rate was 81.25%, consisting of response rates from rural and urban households 

at 89.16% and 69.35%, respectively (Sun, 2012). The CFPS gene members were tracked 

in follow-up surveys in 2012, 2014, and 2016. The attrition rate for 2010-2012, 2012-

2014, and 2014-2016 at the individual level was 19.3 percent, 13.9 percent, and 25.5 

percent, respectively. After applying several sample restrictions as shown in Online 

Appendix Figure A2, the final sample for this study includes 80,162 observations of 

22,541 individuals. Individuals in households where only the wife has ownership of the 

family home are excluded from the main analyses but are later analyzed in Section 9 to 

examine the symmetric consequences of transferring property rights from men to women 

versus from women to men. Since only married individuals from the 2010 survey were 

                                                      

13 Hong Kong, Taiwan, Macao, Xinjiang, Ningxia, Tibet, Qinghai, Hainan, and Inner Mongolia are 

not covered. See Xie and Lu (2015) for more discussions on the representativeness of the CFPS 

survey. 
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included, the number of cases lost through attrition is less than 10 percent, making it 

unlikely that sample attrition would significantly affect my results. There are slightly 

more women than men in the data because not all spouses were successfully interviewed. 

Restricting data to couples where both spouses were interviewed does not alter the main 

results of this study. 

A major data limitation in existing studies which exploit legal changes related to 

intra-household property rights is the lack of ownership data at the household member 

level. This makes it difficult to accurately construct treatment and control groups. Other 

studies have adopted an intention-to-treat approach to identify households that may have 

experienced changes in property rights, which may not be accurate. Moreover, without 

property rights data at multiple specified points in time, it is difficult to determine if 

ownership changes are in response to the policy change. The CFPS used in the present 

study provides detailed property rights records over time. This unique feature allows me 

to accurately construct the treatment and control groups, and also to identify households 

that changed the names on the deed after the 2011 divorce law reform.  

Well-being 

Individuals’ well-being is measured by their subjective well-being. Subjective 

well-being is a measure of an individual’s perceived well-being, which is considered a 

valid measure of well-being and has been widely used to monitor quality of life (Dolan & 

Kahneman, 2008; Dolan & Peasgood, 2008; Treasury, 2008). In the current study, 

subjective well-being is measured by asking respondents “Are you satisfied with your 
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life?” using a 1(Very unsatisfied) – 5 (Very satisfied) score. Existing studies show that 

this single-item life satisfaction measure has a comparable performance with multiple-

item life satisfaction measures (Cheung & Lucas, 2014). To make the results 

interpretable, I standardized this measure by wave using z-scores. I have also explored 

other measures of well-being, including a dummy variable of high satisfaction (4 or 5) 

and a dummy variable of low satisfaction (1-3). Results using these alternative well-being 

measures are consistent with the main results reported in this paper.     

Household Bargaining Outcomes 

Some may argue that subjective well-being is a noisy measure. Therefore, I also 

examine the effect of the 2011 Chinese divorce reform on three household bargaining 

outcomes available in the data: housework hours, work hours, and confidence about the 

future. Fewer hours spent on housework is often used as an indicator of higher bargaining 

power within marriage (Becker, 1981). Housework hours were not surveyed in 2012, 

therefore I use housework hours from the 2014 and 2016 waves. Longer work hours 

reflect reduced leisure time, which is also linked to lower household bargaining power. 

Confidence about the future is a measure of self-confidence and positive thinking. 

Although it is not a typical indicator of household bargaining power, it can be considered 

a proxy for subjective well-being. Housework hours and work hours are measured 

continuously in the logarithmic form. Confidence about the future is measured on a scale 

of 1 - 5 with 5 being very confident. To make the results interpretable, I again 

standardized this measure by wave using z-scores.  
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Construction of Treatment and Control Groups 

My identification strategy is based on comparing pre- and post-reform outcomes 

for treated and untreated individuals. In 2010, participants were asked whether the home 

they were living in was fully owned by them, jointly owned with their working units, 

rented, or provided by others. Households which fully owned14 or jointly owned a family 

home with their working units15 were asked in whose name(s) the family home was 

registered.  

There are four situations in terms of house ownership: 1) only the husband’s name 

is on the deed (69 percent of the households), 2) both spouses’ names are on the deed (1.6 

percent of the households), 3) neither’s name is on the deed (22.7 percent of the 

households), and 4) only the wife’s name is on the deed (6.7 percent of the households). 

Around 26.8 percent of individuals in the third category lived in rental homes. A large 

number of husbands in the last category were migrants from another county with non-

migrant wives. From the distribution of these categories, we see that most married 

individuals in China indeed live in households where only the husband’s name is on the 

deed. The first group is the treatment group because property rights were transferred from 

women to their husbands after the legal change. The second and third groups are the 

control group because the legal change should not have affected them due to spouses’ 

                                                      

14 “Fully own” means having complete legal documents: a property ownership certificate, a 

certificate of land use right, and a certification for deed tax payment of real estate, for urban 

residents. For rural residents, it usually refers to a house built by the residents. 
15 “Jointly own a family home with their working units” refers to the situation that the work unit 

holds the certificate of land use right. 
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equal home ownership status. The last group is excluded from the main analyses but is 

later analyzed to examine the symmetric consequences of transferring property rights 

from husband to wife versus wife to husband. When a spouse’s parents’ or grandparents’ 

names are on the deed, it is treated as if that spouse’s name is on the deed. One concern is 

that a spouse’s sibling(s) could inherit the house. There are 2,261 individuals in the 

treatment group living in households where parents’ or grandparents’ names are on the 

deed of the family home. Robustness checks excluding these individuals from the 

analyses did not change my main results (see Appendix Table A1). In summation, there 

are 16,669 individuals (74%) assigned to the treatment group and 5,872 individuals 

(26%) assigned to the control group.  

Empirical Strategy 

I adopted a Difference-in-Differences (DID) framework to evaluate the impact of 

the divorce reform on spousal well-being. The idea underlying the identification strategy 

is to compare the outcome not only before and after the reform but also between a 

treatment group and a control group. The timing of both the announcement of the policy 

change and the implementation of the new marriage law did not vary across regions. 

Therefore, I cannot use regional variations in this setting. Fortunately, the data provides 

me with unique information on deed ownership for each household, which allows for 

accurate identification of the treatment and control groups. In the event of divorce, 

women in the treatment group are expected to lose their home property rights after the 

reform, while those in the control group are expected to retain their rights. Because I am 
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interested in the effect of the divorce reform on spouses’ well-being regardless of their 

marital status, the sample includes individuals who did and did not divorce after the 

reform.   

I examine both the immediate and longer-term effects of the Chinese divorce 

reform to identify the potential adaptation behaviors of couples in the treatment group. It 

is anticipated that responses immediately following the policy change will be the 

strongest compared to subsequent responses. I estimate the following equation for 

married men and women separately:  

   (1)        

where  is the well-being outcome of individual i at time t.  is an indicator of 

whether individual i is in the treatment group.  is an indicator of the year 

2012.  is an indicator of the period after year 2012. Since there are few time-

varying variables in the data that are unlikely to be affected by the 2011 divorce reform, 

 only include a quadratic in the age.  include wave dummies.  are individual fixed 

effects and  is an error term.  captures the immediate effects and  captures the 

longer-term effects. Robust standard errors are clustered at the household level. Note that 
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the lower-order non-interacted  and  terms are absorbed into  

and the lower-order  term is absorbed into .      

The DID approach can provide unbiased estimates of the average treatment effect 

on the treated (ATT) under certain assumptions. A key assumption of the DID design is 

that in the absence of the intervention, the outcome trend of the treatment group would 

parallel that of the control group. This assumption is almost impossible to be verified 

empirically. Existing studies typically rely on pre-treatment data to examine the 

plausibility of this assumption. To explore the plausibility of this assumption, I plotted 

the pre- and post-reform trends in subjective well-being for the treatment and control 

groups in Figure 2. The first wave of data is from 2010, but CFPS has experimental 

waves from both 2008 and 2009 conducted in the Chinese provinces of Beijing, 

Shanghai, and Guangdong. With these two experimental waves, I have three waves 

before the legal change and three waves after. The well-being trends for females appear 

to be parallel between the treatment and control groups prior to the 2011 legal change. 

Women in the treatment group on average had higher levels of subjective well-being 

compared to those in the control group. However, the subjective well-being advantage of 

women in the treatment group decreased significantly in 2012, one year after the legal 

change. It recovered to some extent in 2014 and 2016. For males, the well-being trends 

appear to be parallel between the two groups both before and after the legal change. We 

observe similar well-being advantages for men in the treatment group. Although this is 
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not perfect evidence considering that the sample of the experimental waves is different 

from that of the main sample of CFPS, these results at least provide some support that the 

parallel trends assumption is not seriously violated. I also made use of another nationally 

representative dataset – the China General Social Survey (CGSS), to explore pre-

treatment outcome trends. The results are discussed in Appendix A1.   
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Female 

 

 

Male 

 

Data Source: China Family Panel Studies (CFPS) 2010, 2012, 2014, 2016 waves and experimental 

surveys in 2008 and 2009. CFPS experimental surveys were only conducted in Beijing, Shanghai, 

Guangdong.  

 

Figure 2. Trends of Subjective Well-Being by Treatment Status and Gender, 2008-2016 
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Another well-accepted exercise which explores the plausibility of the parallel 

trends assumption is comparing pre-reform characteristics of the treatment and control 

groups. If there are no systematic differences between the two groups, suggesting that it 

is unlikely that individuals select themselves into the treatment group according to certain 

individual traits, it will give us greater confidence as to the plausibility of the assumption. 

I compare pre-treatment characteristics of the treatment and control groups and present 

the results in Table 1. The coding of these pre-treatment characteristics can be found in 

Appendix A2. 
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Table 1. Pre-reform Individual Characteristics, by Gender and Treatment Status 

 Male   Female 

  Treatment Control    Treatment Control  

Annual personal income (CNY)  12953.899*** 14182.99   5626.764*** 6786.067 
 (224.489) (460.756)   (147.875) (251.751) 

Had children 0.963*** 0.951   0.970*** 0.955 
 (0.002) (0.004)   (0.002) (0.004) 

Household size 3.588* 3.526   3.572 3.581 
 (0.018) (0.031)   (0.018) (0.028) 

Age 48.290*** 49.539   46.480*** 45.605 
 (0.140) (0.294)   (0.133) (0.269) 

Years of education 7.466* 7.638   5.472*** 6.114 
 (0.045) (0.086)   (0.050) (0.084) 

Urban 0.381*** 0.536   0.377*** 0.508 
 (0.005) (0.010)   (0.005) (0.009) 

Age difference with spouse 2.033*** 2.318   -1.924*** -2.195 
 (0.037) (0.068)   (0.035) (0.062) 

Spouse's years of education 4.783*** 5.258   6.625*** 6.942 
 (0.051) (0.096)   (0.049) (0.083) 

Working sector 0.095 0.097   0.043 0.049 
 (0.003) (0.006)   (0.002) (0.004) 

Political affiliation 0.129 0.139   0.025 0.023 
 (0.004) (0.007)   (0.002) (0.003) 

Migration status 0.023*** 0.127   0.043*** 0.132 
 (0.002) (0.006)   (0.002) (0.006) 

Importance of a happy family  4.637 4.64   4.608 4.62 
 (0.007) (0.013)   (0.008) (0.012) 

Importance of being close with spouse 4.403** 4.449  4.298 4.303 
 (0.009) (0.016)   (0.010) (0.016) 

Subjective well-being (non-

standardized) 3.494*** 3.382 
  

3.534*** 3.469 
 (0.011) (0.021)   (0.011) (0.018) 

# of Individuals 8,247  2,663    8,422  3,209  

Note: Standard errors in parentheses. ***, **, * denotes that the comparison group is significantly different 

from the treatment group at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. There are slightly more women than 

men in the data because not all spouses in the households were successfully interviewed. 
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For both males and females, there are significant differences between treatment 

and control groups in personal income, whether an individual had children, age, urban or 

rural residence, educational attainments of respondent and spouse, age difference with 

spouse, migration status and subjective well-being. On average, individuals in the 

treatment group have lower personal income, less educated spouses, and are closer in age 

with their spouses. They are also more rural, less educated, more likely to have children, 

and less likely to be migrants from another county. In the female sample, individuals in 

the treatment group are older, whereas the opposite holds in the male sample. The 

household size is slightly larger for men in the treatment group compared to those in the 

control group. For both sexes, individuals in the treatment group are on average happier 

than those in the control group, which is consistent with existing evidence that rural 

residents on average report higher levels of happiness than their richer urban counterparts 

(Cai & Wang, 2018; Knight & Gunatilaka, 2010; Zang & Dirk de Graaf, 2016). Ideally, 

marital satisfaction should be compared between the two groups. However, this measure 

is not available for 2010. Two proxies are compared instead: importance of a happy 

family and importance of a close relationship with spouse.16 A close relationship with 

their spouse is less important to men in the treatment group compared to those in the 

control group. 

                                                      

16 The assumption here is that if individuals think family or a close spousal relationship is 

important, they are likely to make greater efforts towards marital relations, thereby achieving 

higher levels of marital satisfaction.   
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These differences indicate that home ownership status is not randomly assigned to 

individuals. There may be individual characteristics that affect both the probability of 

being treated and well-being outcomes. For example, migrant women may be more likely 

to live in a rental apartment, and are therefore more likely to be in the control group. At 

the same time, they are likely to have a lower overall satisfaction with life than non-

migrant women. The individual fixed effects model in Equation (1) has the advantage of 

removing the effects of time-invariant characteristics and the effects of time-variant 

characteristics that affect both the treatment and control groups in the same way. Even 

when there exist time-varying unobserved characteristics at the household level between 

the treatment and control groups, the differential effects between spouses can still be 

estimated without bias. One remaining concern is that there could be some individual-

level time-varying unobserved characteristics that would affect both groups in different 

ways. Although possible, I cannot think of any specific theoretical mechanisms which 

could bias the results.        

In addition to the parallel trends assumption, it makes sense to examine the effect 

of the 2011 Chinese divorce reform on couples’ well-being only if most individuals were 

aware of the legal change and were unable to take actions before the announcement. The 

evidence strongly suggests that the general public was acutely aware of the reform due to 

extensive media coverage and numerous controversies. The reform was the subject of 

numerous in-depth reports by major domestic media outlets in China, including the China 

Central Television (CCTV) network. Discussions on weibo (Chinese twitter) were 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/China_Central_Television
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/China_Central_Television
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viewed more than three million times. Even major international media outlets such as The 

New York Times, The Economist, Time, The Telegraph, and The Guardian devoted pages 

to it.17 The general public had no way to foresee the timing or to have advanced 

knowledge of the specifics of the reform.  

One concern is that other policies/events that occurred in 2011 affected 

subjective well-being. Fortunately, the model specification in Equation (1) can remove 

the effects of policies/events that affect both the treatment and control groups (e.g. the 

advancing economy). However, there could still be some policies/events that affect the 

subjective well-being of the two groups differently. For bias to occur, these 

policies/events have to be closely related to the construction of the treatment and control 

groups, that is, which spouses’ names were on the deed in 2010. To deal with this concern, 

I conducted an exhaustive search of policies/events related to real estate and 

homeownership in 2011. Robustness checks are provided in Appendix A2.     

Main Results 

Before examining the consequences of the 2011 Chinese divorce reform on 

spousal well-being, I examine its effect on the probability of divorce. The probability of 

divorce is a direct outcome of the divorce reform. The reform may affect spousal well-

being by its impact on the probability of divorce. On the one hand, the divorce reform 

may increase the probability of divorce by triggering negotiations and conflicts for 

                                                      

17 See an example “Chinese Law Could Make Divorced Women Homeless.” The New York Times, 

2011 (http://www.nytimes.com/2011/09/08/world/asia/08iht-letter08.html). 
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couples. On the other hand, the probability of divorce would decrease if women, who 

initiate more than half of all divorces in China,18 are less willing to divorce. 

I examine these possibilities by investigating the effect of the reform on the 

probability of divorce for couples. Results from fixed effects models are reported in 

Table 2. Individuals in the treatment group are less likely to divorce after the reform 

relative to those in the control group. The magnitude of the longer-term effect is around 

0.005, which suggests that about 5 in every 1,000 married individuals are not divorcing 

anymore. The magnitude of the longer-term effect is larger than that of the immediate 

effect, which is likely due to the fact that the divorce process takes time. These results 

suggest that the probability of divorce decreases because the cost, i.e., the loss of property 

rights, is too high a price for many women. 

                                                      

18 See “Divorce: a love story.” The Economist. Retrieved from 

https://www.economist.com/news/china/21688901-while-government-talks-up-family-values-

marriage-break-ups-are-soaring-divorce-love-story. 
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Table 2. Effects of the 2011 Chinese Divorce Reform on the Probability of Divorce 

Treat * Year 2012 -0.00187* 
 (0.00114) 

Treat * Year 2014-2016 -0.00536*** 
 (0.00172) 

Year 2012 -0.00326 
 (0.00321) 

Year 2014 -0.00642 
 (0.00625) 

Year 2016 -0.0112 
 (0.00927) 

# of Observations 80,156 

# of Individuals 22,541 

Adjusted R square 0.009 

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered by household in brackets. ***, **, * denotes significance 

at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. Age, age square, a constant term, and individual 

fixed effects are included in all models.   

The decreased probability of divorce caused by the reform may negatively affect 

the well-being of women by incentivizing them to stay in unhappy marriages. However, 

the effect of this decrease on men’s well-being is unclear. They may benefit from it due 

to increased household bargaining power, be harmed because of the negative spousal 

spillover effect, or not be affected at all. To examine these possibilities, I examine the 

effect of the legal change on men’s and women’s well-being separately. Results are 

reported in Table 3. 
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Table 3. Effects of Intra-Household Property Rights on Women's and Men's Well-

Being 

  Female Sample    Male Sample 

  (1)   (2) 

Treat * Year 2012 -0.0558**  -0.0272 
 (0.0261)  (0.0278) 

Treat * Year 2014-2016 -0.0293  -0.0398 
 (0.0235)  (0.0257) 

Year 2012 -0.0682  -0.0966** 
 (0.0527)  (0.0475) 

Year 2014 0.442***  0.448*** 
 (0.0978)  (0.0850) 

Year 2016 0.374**  0.293** 
 (0.147)  (0.127) 

# of Observations 40,423  37,447 

# of Individuals 11,628  10,910 

Adjusted R square 0.052  0.060 

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered by household in brackets. ***, **, * denotes significance at 

the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. Age, age square, a constant term, and individual fixed 

effects are included in all models.   

As to its immediate effects, the prospect of losing property rights is shown to have 

significantly reduced women’s subjective well-being by 0.056 standard deviations (or 

0.06 on the 1-5 scale). The magnitude of the effect is sizable, considering that a one 

percent increase of individual annual income is associated with an increase in subjective 

well-being by 0.00001 standard deviations in the female sample.19 If we consider scale 

points, it suggests that the legal change leads to a 1-point decrease on the 5-point 

                                                      

19 This coefficient is estimated by predicting standardized subjective well-being using individual 

annual income, including individual fixed effects, wave dummies, and a quadratic function of 

age in the model.  
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satisfaction scale for 1 in 15 married women. Considering that up to 890 million 

individuals are potentially affected, the magnitude of this estimated effect could be 

substantially large. This result provides further evidence that in the short term, women’s 

concern over the probable loss of property rights in the event of divorce negatively 

affected their well-being. At the same time, men do not benefit from the legal change as 

their well-being has not been changed significantly. As for longer-terms effects, no 

significant results are found for either men or women. The negative short-term effect of 

the 2011 reform on women is shown to have weakened in terms of magnitude and to have 

entirely disappeared in terms of the statistical significance. 

The lack of responses from male respondents and the weakening longer-term 

effects for female participants might be explained by the gendered expectation argument. 

The 2011 Chinese divorce reform defies the expectations of traditional gender roles by its 

potential to transfer the property rights of women to men. The law resulted in an 

immediate negative impact on women. Interestingly, men did not experience an increase 

in well-being. It is possible that they felt conflicted and were not quite sure what the 

impact would ultimately be. Another possibility is that though they are pleased to be 

obtaining additional property rights, they are, nonetheless, negatively affected by their 

wives’ decreased well-being. The weakening longer-term effects suggest that couples 

may have chosen to be bound by a more traditional Chinese marriage contract after the 

reform.  
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To further investigate couples’ adaptative behaviors to the reform, I identified 

households in the treatment group that changed the name on the deed after the reform. By 

2016, 9.1 percent of the individuals in the treatment group had added the wife’s name to 

the deed, while an additional 3.2 percent transferred ownership to the wife, and 29.5 

percent of them transferred ownership to their children. In total, approximately 42 percent 

of individuals in the treatment group changed property ownership status within five years 

of the legal change. This suggests that couples made adaptations in response to the 

reform which were more in line with traditional gendered expectations. Some may argue 

that it is not unusual for parents to transfer property to their children as they age. 

Therefore, a large part of the phenomenon described above is not necessarily a 

consequence of the legal change. To explore this possibility, I plotted the proportion of 

individuals in the treatment and control groups over time in Figure 3. In 2012, the 

decreased portion of deeds in the husband’s name only is small. Because the law was 

passed in August of 2011, the 2012 wave was likely too soon for families to adjust. In 

2014, however, there is a substantial decrease in the proportion of individuals living in 

households where the husband is the sole deed holder. If the 29.5 percent transferred to 

children is mostly due to a common practice by aging parents, we would expect to 

observe similar magnitudes of decreases in other years. This, however, is not the case. 

We can, therefore, have more confidence that adaptive behavioral changes were 

implemented by couples which enabled them to adhere to traditional Chinese gender 

norms and expectations. 
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Data Source: China Family Panel Studies (CFPS) 2010, 2012, 2014, 2016 waves. “Only Husband on 

Deed” refers to individuals living in households where only the husband’s name is on the deed. 

“Other Ownership” refers to individuals living in households where only the wife’s name, both 

spouses’ names, or only the child’s name are on the deed. 

 

Figure 3. Proportions of Individuals in the Treatment Group by Type of House 

Ownership Over Time   

When analyzing short-term effects, there is a concern that factors outside the 

scope of the examination exert undue influence on results. To mitigate this concern and 

to supplement my findings, I examine household bargaining outcomes available in the 

data: housework hours, work hours, and confidence about the future. Results are 

displayed in Table 4. Panel A and B show the outcomes for women and men, 

respectively. The results are highly consistent with those for subjective well-being. As 

before, no significant changes are detected in the male population. As for women, we 

observe a short-term decline in confidence about the future of 0.074 standard deviations 

(or 0.08 on the 1-5 scale), and again this effect disappeared in the long run. The short-
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term effects between men and women are significantly different at the 10% level (p = 

0.018). This gendered result provides some evidence supporting the exchange-bargaining 

theories. There is a significant increase in the number of hours women spent on 

housework in the long run. The magnitude of the increase is as large as 5 percent per 

week. The magnitude of the immediate increase in women’s work hours is 9.78 percent. 

In the long run, this positive effect disappeared.  
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Table 4. Effects of Intra-Household Property Rights on Household Bargaining 

Outcomes 

  Confidence 

about the Future   

Log Housework 

Hours 

 

Log Work Hours 

  (1)   (2)  (3) 

Panel A: Female Sample          

Treat * Year 2012 -0.0741***  -  0.0978*** 
 (0.0265)  -  (0.0367) 

Treat * Year 2014-2016 -0.0251  0.0495**  0.0419 
 (0.0238)  (0.0207)  (0.0381) 

Year 2012 0.0406  -  0.119** 
 (0.0651)  -  (0.0595) 

Year 2014 0.408***  -0.0881  -0.0363 
 (0.125)  (0.126)  (0.106) 

Year 2016 0.302  -0.142  0.0921 
 (0.189)  (0.190)  (0.160) 

# of Observations 40,228  30,503  20,405 

# of Individuals 11,628  11,628  9,359 

          

Panel B: Male Sample         

Treat * Year 2012 0.0176  -  0.0266 
 (0.0289)  -  (0.0308) 

Treat * Year 2014-2016 0.0248  -0.00160  -0.0184 
 (0.0257)  (0.0353)  (0.0288) 

Year 2012 -0.0448  -  -0.125*** 
 (0.0402)  -  (0.0457) 

Year 2014 0.314***  0.0426  -0.368*** 
 (0.0661)  (0.103)  (0.0793) 

Year 2016 0.187*  0.0378  -0.508*** 
 (0.0971)  (0.153)  (0.121) 

# of Observations 37,351  28,470  23,425 

# of Individuals 10,910  10,910  9,588 

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered by household in brackets. ***, **, * denotes significance 

at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. Age, age square, a constant term, and individual 

fixed effects are included in all models.   
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To summarize, the 2011 Chinese divorce reform results in a potential transfer of 

property rights from a wife to her husband, which defies traditional gendered 

expectations. As would be expected, there is an immediate negative impact on women’s 

subjective well-being. However, it is interesting to note that men’s subjective well-being 

does not improve as anticipated. Over the longer term, couples made adaptations in 

response to the divorce reform to conform with traditional gendered norms and 

expectations. Long-term, the negative effects for women weakened but are still 

significant for housework hours. The overall net increase in housework hours suggest that 

the adaptation is not without cost.   

It is possible that these results are driven by remaining individual time-varying 

unobserved characteristics. However, such characteristics would have to satisfy multiple 

conditions. First, they must affect men and women differently and produce patterns for 

the three household bargaining outcomes similar to the pattern for subjective well-being. 

Second, they could not be consequences of the 2011 legal change. Finally, they must 

produce significant results in 2012 but not in 2014-2016. I am not aware of any specific 

unobserved characteristics that satisfy these requirements based on existing literature on 

determinants of home ownership. 

Heterogeneous Effects of Transferring Property Rights 

Individuals with higher divorce risks may be more strongly affected by the 2011 

Chinese divorce reform. To examine the heterogeneous effects, I conduct various 

subgroup analyses. First, I compare individuals in households where couples have 
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comparable educational attainments with those in which women are less educated than 

their husbands. Divorces in China tend to be initiated by women. Women with lower 

socioeconomic status than their spouses are often more dependent on them, and thus may 

be less likely to initiate a divorce. Therefore, divorce risks should be lower for these 

women than to those with comparable educational attainments to their husbands.     

Second, I compare individuals who were parents in 2010 with those who were 

not. Couples with children are less likely to divorce because of a strong belief in China 

that divorce negatively affects children (Zeng et al., 2002). In my data, 84 percent of the 

parents interviewed agree that divorce is always harmful to children, and 64 percent agree 

that parents should not divorce even if their marriage is unhappy. Therefore, divorce risks 

should be lower for parents compared to non-parents. Studies on whether having a male 

child is associated with lower divorce risks in China has mixed findings (Xu et al., 2015; 

Zeng et al., 2002). I also did a comparison of parents in 2010 with sons to those without 

sons, but found no significant differences (See Appendix Table A3).  

Third, I compare newer couples, those married 10 years or less, to couples 

married over 10 years. The average length of a marriage in my sample is 24 years. My 

expectation is that divorce risks will be higher for newer couples.  

Fourth, I compare individuals living in provinces with high divorce rates to those 

living in provinces with low divorce rates. I calculated the Crude Divorce Rates (CDR) 

for each Chinese province in 2010 using divorce statistics from the China Civil Affairs 

Statistical Yearbook and population counts from the China Statistical Yearbook. The ten 
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provinces with the highest CDRs are defined as provinces with high divorce probabilities. 

Couples from these provinces are likely to have higher divorce risks than those living in 

other provinces. It can also be argued that urban residents have higher divorce risks than 

do rural residents. I, therefore, conducted analyses by urban status and the results can be 

found in Appendix Table A4.      

Results for these subgroup analyses are shown in Table 5 and are highly 

consistent with my expectations. The legal change had an immediate negative effect on 

women whose educational attainments are comparable to their husbands, but no 

significant results were found in the long run. Women with less education than their 

spouses had no significant short-term or long-term results. The legal change negatively 

affects women immediately whether or not they were parents. However, the magnitude of 

the effect is much larger for non-parents (0.214 standard deviations) than for parents 

(0.05 standard deviations). The legal change also negatively affects women with less than 

10 years of marriage at the time of the legal change and women living in provinces with 

high divorce probabilities both immediately and in the long run, whereas no significant 

results are found for women with more than 10 years of marriage and women living in 

other provinces. However, if we compare estimates across groups, only the difference of 

the coefficients with high and low provincial divorce rates is significantly different at the 

5% level. In all models, no significant results are found for men.        
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Table 5. Heterogeneous Effects of Intra-Household Property Rights on Household Members' Well-Being, by 

Perceptions of Divorce Risks 

  Relative SES   Parental Status   Years of Marriage   Provincial Divorce 

Rate 

  

Wife 

with 

Lower 

SES 

Wife with 

Comparable 

SES   

Non-

Parent Parent 

 
New 

Couple 

Old 

Couple 

 
High 

Divorce 

Rate 

Low 

Divorce 

Rate 

  (1) (2)   (3) (4)   (5) (6)   (7) (8) 

Panel A: Female Sample                       

Treat * Year 2012  -0.0344 -0.0699**  -0.214* -0.0501*  -0.121** -0.0454  -0.160*** -0.0176 
 (0.0431) (0.0329)  (0.130) (0.0267)  (0.0577) (0.0303)  (0.0526) (0.0300) 

Treat * Year 2014-2016  -0.0210 -0.0363  -0.0555 -0.0291  -0.107** -0.00881  -0.128*** 0.00660 
 (0.0372) (0.0303)  (0.118) (0.0239)  (0.0496) (0.0272)  (0.0462) (0.0272) 

Year 2012 -0.180** -0.0494  -0.231 -0.0703  -0.309*** -0.0159  -0.187 -0.0645 
 (0.0729) (0.0541)  (0.279) (0.0504)  (0.111) (0.0446)  (0.116) (0.0500) 

Year 2014 0.241* 0.467***  -0.124 0.448***  1.04e-05 0.516***  0.181 0.456*** 
 (0.129) (0.0966)  (0.539) (0.0924)  (0.209) (0.0756)  (0.219) (0.0887) 

Year 2016 0.0996 0.389***  -0.516 0.384***  -0.373 0.508***  -0.145 0.440*** 
 (0.192) (0.144)  (0.817) (0.138)  (0.315) (0.111)  (0.329) (0.132) 

# of Observations 16,253 24,069  1,291 39,132  6,262 32,302  11,118 29,305 
# of Individuals 4,669 6,926  398 11,230  1,869 9,208  3,170 8,458 
 Panel B: Male Sample            

Treat * Year 2012  -0.0525 0.00254  0.140 -0.0357  -0.0229 -0.0403  -0.0735 -0.0110 
 (0.0368) (0.0428)  (0.149) (0.0283)  (0.0678) (0.0311)  (0.0575) (0.0317) 

Treat * Year 2014-2016  -0.0402 -0.0366  -0.0502 -0.0400  -0.0693 -0.0460  -0.0658 -0.0315 
 (0.0343) (0.0394)  (0.123) (0.0264)  (0.0604) (0.0290)  (0.0525) (0.0294) 

Year 2012 -0.0539 -0.165**  -0.328** -0.0519  -0.239*** -0.00371  -0.124 -0.0918 
 (0.0739) (0.0649)  (0.143) (0.0553)  (0.0705) (0.0590)  (0.0915) (0.0573) 

Year 2014 0.486*** 0.372***  0.371** 0.519***  0.235** 0.600***  0.343** 0.475*** 
 (0.137) (0.112)  (0.155) (0.102)  (0.0975) (0.108)  (0.156) (0.105) 

Year 2016 0.371* 0.149  0.0463 0.406***  -0.153 0.545***  0.102 0.345** 
 (0.205) (0.166)  (0.213) (0.153)  (0.135) (0.161)  (0.231) (0.156) 
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  Relative SES   Parental Status   Years of Marriage   Provincial Divorce 

Rate 

  

Wife 

with 

Lower 

SES 

Wife with 

Comparable 

SES   

Non-

Parent Parent 

 
New 

Couple 

Old 

Couple 

 
High 

Divorce 

Rate 

Low 

Divorce 

Rate 

  (1) (2)   (3) (4)   (5) (6)   (7) (8) 

# of Observations 20,892 16,386  1,378 36,069  5,680 30,169  10,016 27,431 
# of Individuals 5,998 4,856  429 10,481  1,722 8,703  2,930 7,980 

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered by household in brackets. ***, **, * denotes significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, 

respectively. Age, age square, a constant term, and individual fixed effects are included in all models.   
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Results on Households Where Only the Wife’s Name Was on the 
Deed 

We now move to examining the symmetry of the consequences of transferring 

property rights from women to men versus men to women. Will individual well-being be 

affected by the new law when the wife is the sole owner of the family home? In these 

analyses, the treatment group consists of individuals in households where only the wife’s 

name is on the deed. The control group still includes individuals living in households 

where spouses had equal home ownership status in 2010. The Chinese Supreme court 

claims that the 2011 divorce reform is gender-neutral. If this is true, we should expect to 

find similar decreasing probabilities of divorce as well as subjective well-being results 

that are symmetric to our previous results.  

Results are shown in Table 6. I again examine the effect of the legal change on 

the probability of divorce first. The effect is positive immediately and is weakened in the 

long run. This result is consistent with existing evidence that when women earn more 

than their husbands, there is an increased probability of divorce (Cooke, 2006). 

According to this literature, marriages in which a woman has more economic resources 

than her husband violate the norm that the husband should be the primary breadwinner.  
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Table 6. Effects of Transferring Husbands' Property Rights to Wives on Household Members' Well-Being 

  Divorce Probability   Female Well-Being   Male Well-Being 

  (1)   (2)   (3) 

Treat * Year 2012  0.00782**  0.0368  -0.0270 
 (0.00323)  (0.0467)  (0.0559) 

Treat * Year 2014-2016  0.00684*  -0.0440  -0.0503 
 (0.00410)  (0.0423)  (0.0482) 

Year 2012 -0.00398  -0.151*  -0.00182 
 (0.00483)  (0.0828)  (0.0835) 

Year 2014 -0.00768  0.280*  0.620*** 
 (0.00952)  (0.160)  (0.163) 

Year 2016 -0.0136  0.129  0.581** 
 (0.0139)  (0.242)  (0.245) 

# of Observations 25,679  13,919  11,008 

# of Individuals 7,478  4,160  3,317 

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered by household in brackets. ***, **, * denotes significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, 

respectively. Age, age square, a constant term, and individual fixed effects are included in all models.   
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No significant effects are found for the well-being of either spouse. If gendered 

expectations do not play a role in household dynamics, we would expect somewhat 

symmetric results from those in the main analyses. The results do not appear to be 

symmetric: A symmetric result here would be that men are significantly negatively 

affected, whereas women are not significantly affected. If we only look at the direction of 

the point estimates, they also do not seem to be symmetric with our main results. It is 

possible that this analysis is underpowered so that the results are not significant. 

However, results on household bargaining outcomes, reported in Appendix Table A5, 

further suggest that the 2011 Chinese divorce reform is not gender-neutral. For example, 

after the reform, there was a significant decrease in the time men spent on work when the 

wife was the sole deed holder.   

Conclusion  

This paper examines the effect of intra-household property rights on spousal well-

being by exploiting the 2011 Chinese divorce reform as a natural experiment. My 

findings reveal that in the short term, the 2011 Chinese divorce reform led to diminished 

well-being for women in a typical Chinese household where the deed to the marital home 

was in the husband’s name only. This adverse effect was particularly large for women 

with high divorce risks. The effect of the reform weakened in the long run. No significant 

effects were found for men both in the short term and the long term. 

The findings provide evidence supporting the argument that gender constraints 

counteract the effect that intra-household property rights have on household members’ 
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well-being. The patriarchal features of Chinese society shaped the gendered expectations, 

in which the man, as head of the household, is obligated to provide a home for his family. 

The 2011 Chinese divorce reform defies this cultural marriage contract. This significantly 

decreases women’s subjective well-being but not the net subjective well-being of men. In 

the long run, evidence from my data shows that couples adopt adaptive behaviors which 

adhere to pre-marital agreements and traditional practices, and nullifies any distributional 

effects caused by the legal change. However, this adaption is not without cost – women 

are doing more housework in the longer term.  

The results of the present study are not completely consistent with the predictions 

of exchange-bargaining theories, suggesting that theories that take the independent 

effects of gender into account are needed. A large body of studies identify the effect of 

property rights on intra-household outcomes by exploiting policies granting women 

property rights (Allendorf, 2007; Beegle et al., 2001; Chiappori et al., 2002; Datta, 2006; 

Doss, 2006; Fafchamps et al., 2009; Fafchamps & Quisumbing, 2002; Gray, 1998; Panda 

& Agarwal, 2005). The gender-neutral feature of the existing theories would imply that 

the consequences of a policy that restricts women’s property rights should be the exact 

opposite. This study shows for the first time that the effect of intra-household property 

rights exploiting policies eliminating women’s rights is not the exact opposite of 

exploiting policies expanding women’s rights.   

The present study demonstrates how a seemingly gender-neutral policy can 

generate gendered consequences. The 2011 Chinese divorce reform may be gender-
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neutral from a legal perspective, but it is not gender-neutral in the Chinese social context. 

The findings of this study highlight the importance of advancing gender equality, not 

only from the perspective of social justice and feminist politics, but also from the 

perspective of improving the well-being of the society as a whole (Kawachi et al., 1999). 

Although some men undeniably derive benefits from patriarchal practices, men as a 

whole have to bear the heavy burden of gendered expectations, such as providing a 

family home for the bride. Family policies reducing these gendered expectations within 

the household could benefit both women and men. An important implication for Chinese 

policymakers is that they ought to consider gender equality as an important goal when 

formulating policies.  

Although the 2011 divorce reform is unique to China, the findings in this paper 

are relevant to other developing countries as well. For example, in rural regions of 

developing countries, it is not uncommon to find developmental policies meant to 

increase household income by promoting improved agricultural technologies, such as 

fertilization and irrigation. Such policies, often unintentionally, transfer the control of 

land from women to their husbands by replacing subsistence crops with cash crops 

(Boserup, 1970; Schultz, 1989). When making developmental policies, it is critical that 

policy makers consider implications for intra-household equality. 

This study only focuses on the impact of the 2011 Chinese divorce reform on the 

well-being of married individuals. Inevitably, though, such a major reform will generate a 

diverse set of consequences among multiple populations. Future studies could examine 
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the impact of this reform on other aspects, such as marriage compositions, labor force 

participation, health related behaviors, migration patterns and fertility outcomes.  
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Chapter 2: Spillover Effects of a Husband’s Retirement 
on a Woman’s Health: Evidence from Urban China 

Overview 

Despite an increasing number of studies measuring the effect of retirement on 

individual well-being, research on spillover effects of retirement on a spouse’s well-

being is limited. If such an effect exists but is not taken into account, it would result in an 

underestimation of the retirement effect in total. This paper examines the effect that a 

man’s retirement has on his wife’s mental and physical health. I exploit the large 

increase in the probability of retirement at the legal retirement age for urban male wage 

earners in China as a natural experiment, using data from the China Health and 

Retirement Longitudinal Survey (CHARLS). I have implemented a fuzzy regression 

discontinuity design to compare the health outcomes of women whose husbands 

recently retired with those whose husbands are close to retire. My findings indicate that 

the retirement of her spouse improves physical and mental well-being of the woman, 

most likely by increasing the frequency of her social interactions and exercising. 

Although income and marital quality are less likely to be the main channels through 

which this positive spillover effect operates, decreased marital satisfaction or severe 

income constraints can be binding. 
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Introduction  

An aging population is a major public concern for China. Below replacement 

fertility levels together with increased longevity have caused China to be ranked as one 

of the world’s fastest aging countries (United Nations, 2015). In 2015, about 10 percent of 

the total population in China was age 65 or over (The World Bank, 2015), and close to 

one fourth of the world population over the age of 60 lived in China (United Nations, 

2015). These numbers have continued to increase and the severity of the situation has 

placed a heavy burden on China’s social security and medical care systems. Maintaining 

the well-being of an elderly population has become a major concern for Chinese 

policymakers. 

Retirement is one of the most significant transitions experienced by adults. A 

considerable number of studies have examined the effect of retirement on individual 

well-being (Butterworth et al., 2006; Coe et al., 2012; Eibich, 2015; Midanik et al., 1995; 

Westerlund et al., 2010). However, research on the consequences of retirement on a 

spouse’s well-being is quite limited. If a spillover effect exists, it would be an essential 

element when calculating the total retirement effect.       

In this study, I focus on the effect of spousal retirement on women’s health rather 

than the reverse for two reasons. First, a husband’s retirement seems to be more likely to 

affect his wife’s health than vice versa. Upon their husbands’ retirement, many women 
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report an increased level of stress and depression as well as a decrease in physical 

health. This phenomenon is often referred to as the ‘retired husband syndrome’ (Bertoni 

& Brunello, 2017; Johnson, 1984). Second, for women born prior to the 1970s, the 

husband is typically the primary or only breadwinner in China. His retirement is more 

likely to lead to a major disruption in household income. Interestingly, there is evidence 

that retirement is often a more stressful transition for Chinese men than for Chinese 

women (Lei et al., 2010; Li, 2017).   

 One challenge in studying this topic is that health outcomes for women are 

likely correlated with their husbands’ retirement decisions through unobserved factors. 

To help mitigate this potential endogeneity, I exploit the large increase in the probability 

of retirement at the legal retirement age for urban male wage earners in China as a 

natural experiment, using data from the China Health and Retirement Longitudinal 

Survey (CHARLS). I have implemented a fuzzy regression discontinuity design (RDD) 

to compare the health outcomes of women whose husbands recently retired with those 

whose husbands are close to retire. 

Also noteworthy is that this study is the first to comprehensively investigate the 

spousal retirement spillover effects and the potential mechanisms in China. In a working 

paper, Lei et al. (2010) showed some preliminary evidence on a negative effect of a 

man’s retirement on his wife’s self-rated health. Although this result is important, the 

health outcome measures in their data are limited and non-standard. In addition, 
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because their main focus is on the effect of retirement on retirees’ health, the 

mechanisms of the spousal health effect have not been explored. This paper fills the gap 

by examining a wide range of health outcomes and exploring the mechanisms through 

which spousal spillover effects operate. 

This study gives rise to important theoretical implications. Existing research on 

the consequences of retirement has a tradition of focusing on individual- or household-

level characteristics of the retirees such as health (Coe et al., 2012; Coe & Zamarro, 2011; 

Ekerdt et al., 1983; Stolzenberg, 2011), consumption (Battistin et al., 2009; Zins et al., 

2011), investment (Addoum, 2017), and saving behaviors (Banks et al., 1998). In the past 

decade, growing attention has been paid to the linkages between retirement and intra-

household dynamics. While a substantial number of studies have focused on the 

associations between a spouse’s retirement and their partner’s marital satisfaction and 

perceived quality of the relationship (Myers & Booth, 1996; Szinovacz & Davey, 2005), 

retirement satisfaction (Smith & Moen, 2004), and retirement decisions (Smith & Moen, 

1998), relatively few studies have examined the effect of a spouse’s retirement on their 

partner’s health. The most important theoretical contributions of this study are to 

confirm the existence and measure the magnitudes of spillover effects and to identify 

mechanisms through which the spillover effect operates.     

My results have important policy implications. Due to its rapidly aging 

population, China is considering various policies to ease the burden on its severely 
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strained pension system. One seemingly obvious solution is to postpone the legal 

retirement age. But as this study indicates, the answer is not so simple. It is important to 

consider various aspects of the consequences of retirement when doing cost benefit 

analyses of this and other policies. In China, although there is some evidence that 

retirement negatively affects the health of male retirees, the spillover effect on family 

members has not been previously studied. My findings of a positive spillover effect on 

women that is uncovered in this study suggests that the negative health consequences of 

retirement may be less significant than expected for a household as a whole. 

Retirement and Spillover Effects on Spousal Health 

A man’s retirement can affect his wife’s health through four mechanisms. First, 

upon the husband’s retirement, his wife may enjoy more leisure time by transferring 

part of her household duties to him. Additional leisure time could lead to lifestyle 

changes that are beneficial to the wife’s health. Second, post-retirement changes in a 

man’s health and health behaviors could also affect his wife’s health. Third, a woman’s 

health could be affected by changes in the marital relationship upon her husband’s 

retirement. Finally, changes in household income which often decreases upon the 

husband’s retirement could have an adverse effect on a woman’s health.  
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Spillover Effect through Changing Spousal Lifestyles 

The family life cycle theory argues that family needs and duties vary across the 

different stages of a couple’s life. The wife’s responsibilities of maintaining the family 

are the greatest during childbearing stages (Oppenheimer, 1974; Rexroat, 1985). By 

contrast, husbands often perform a greater portion of household duties during the 

retirement stage (Rexroat & Shehan, 1987). Family system theories also argue that one 

spouse’s retirement affects both spouses’ household contributions (Szinovacz, 2000). 

Upon retirement, the husband will have a large amount of time freed from market work. 

Couples can re-negotiate with each other on division of household labor, particularly in 

households where the wife previously performed most of the household duties. In 

addition, psychological evidence suggests that men experience personality changes that 

make them more willing to perform household duties as they transition to late life 

(Gutmann, 1976; Hess & Markson, 1980). Existing studies find that the husband’s 

retirement is associated with an increased amount of household labor contributed by 

him and a decreased amount contributed by his wife (Leopold & Skopek, 2015; 

Szinovacz & Harpster, 1994). The wife may then enjoy more leisure time which enables 

her to make lifestyle changes that benefit her health.  

Spousal Health Spillover Effect 

A large literature has examined the association between retirement and 

individual health, but results are inconclusive and often contradictory. On the one hand, 
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retirees have more time for leisure activities than they did prior to retirement, which can 

result in benefits to their health (Bossé et al., 1991; Mein et al., 1998; Midanik et al., 1995). 

On the other hand, retirement is often a very stressful life event because of ‘role exit’ 

(Moen et al., 2001; Myers & Booth, 1996). Market work provides not only income, but 

also identity, social status, social support, and a daily routine. Retirement can cause a 

disruption of these benefits (Schewe & Balazs, 1992). The frustration and depression 

associated with ‘role exit’ could adversely affect health (Butterworth et al., 2006; Ross & 

Mirowsky, 1992). But there is also evidence suggesting that there is no association 

between retirement and health (Palmore et al., 1984). In the Chinese context, Lei et al. 

(2010) and Li (2017) find that while retirement negatively impacts men’s health and 

health behaviors, it has no significant effect on women’s health.        

Changes in health and health behaviors resulting from a man’s retirement can 

also affect his wife’s health. Studies have consistently shown that spouses’ health and 

health behaviors are highly correlated to one another (Clark & Etilé, 2006; Cobb et al., 

2014; Falba & Sindelar, 2008). These correlations may originate from multiple pathways. 

One course could be due to selection caused by assortative mating (Becker, 1973; Mare, 

1991), that is, individuals with similar health and health behaviors are more likely to be 

matched in the marriage market (Clark & Etilé, 2006). As a second path, spouses 

typically co-determine intra-household allocation of resources (Goux et al., 2014; 

Hospido & Zamarro, 2014). When couples make health-related decisions, the one with 
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lower intra-household bargaining power typically must cooperate with the more 

powerful spouse (McGeary, 2015). A third possible reason for the correlation of health 

and health behaviors among spouses may be due to information sharing between the 

couple (Clark & Etilé, 2006). Couples live in the same household and therefore face the 

same health-related environments. There is likely learning and sharing between couples 

to deal with their shared environment (Clark & Etilé, 2002; McGeary, 2015). Khwaja et al. 

(2006) also propose two concepts to address the correlation, externalities and altruism. 

The former refers to the situation that the preference of one spouse may produce 

externalities on the other by affecting his or her preferences (Khwaja et al., 2006). The 

latter refers to one spouse changing his or her health behaviors for the benefit of the 

other spouse (Khwaja et al., 2006). These two concepts are related to the household 

bargaining and the information learning hypotheses, respectively, despite there being no 

preference change in these two hypotheses. 

Spillover Effect through Changing Marital Quality 

Results on the effects of a husband’s retirement on marital quality are 

inconclusive. On the one hand, a husband’s retirement may adversely affect marital 

quality, when the division of household labor is female-centered (Myers & Booth, 1996). 

In these households, the wife may want to re-negotiate the household division of labor 

upon the husband’s retirement. The negotiation process may make discrepancies in 
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expectations between spouses more visible, which often lead to marital conflicts (Moen 

et al., 2001). Moreover, with more time spent at home after retirement, the husband may 

ask or demand more of his wife, thus adding to her burdens and decreasing her marital 

satisfaction (Keating & Cole, 1980; Myers & Booth, 1996; Seccombe & Lee, 1986). In other 

situations, the husband’s retirement may have selective effects on marital quality for 

couples with different job characteristics and pre-retirement marital satisfaction (Myers 

& Booth, 1996). If a man’s job was stress-inducing and required long hours, retirement 

may more likely promote marital satisfaction by eliminating work-family conflicts and 

stress-related issues (Matthews et al., 1996; Moen et al., 2001; Myers & Booth, 1996; 

Orbuch et al., 1996). By contrast, if a man found his work fulfilling, retirement can be a 

very stressful life event because of ‘role exit’ (Moen et al., 2001; Myers & Booth, 1996). 

Empirically, retirement has been found to have a positive (Davey & Szinovacz, 2004; Hill 

& Dorfman, 1982; Myers & Booth, 1996), negative (Davey & Szinovacz, 2004; Moen et al., 

2001; Szinovacz, 1996), and insignificant (Davey & Szinovacz, 2004; Fitzpatrick & Vinick, 

2003; Szinovacz & Schaffer, 2000; VanLaningham et al., 2001) association with marital 

quality. An extreme case of marital dissatisfaction is divorce. Stancanelli (2014) finds that 

a husband’s retirement increases the probability of divorce in France, particularly 

among female-centered households.   

When a man’s retirement affects marital quality, the wife’s health can also be 

affected. High levels of marital quality have been found to positively affect individual 
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health (see Robles et al. (2014) for a review). Marriage provides a key source for social 

support. For an average person, high levels of social support from a spouse are linked to 

greater integration into the spouse’s social network, which brings a variety of health 

benefits (Berkman et al., 2000; Cohen & Wills, 1985). For individuals with stress, social 

support can mitigate the negative health consequences (Cohen & Wills, 1985).    

Spillover Effect through Affecting Household Economic Situations 

Retirement can negatively affect household wealth due to the loss of a regular 

source of income. When the husband is the primary breadwinner, his retirement is often 

substantially influential to the economics of the household. The decrease in household 

income can negatively affect the wife’s health. Bertoni and Brunello (2017) examined the 

‘retired husband syndrome’ in Japan. They find that the husband’s retirement decreases 

the wife’s mental health measured by stress, depression, and ability to sleep, because it 

creates financial and economic insecurity (Bertoni & Brunello, 2017). Mendolia (2014) 

found that a husband’s job loss negatively affected his wife’s mental health in the UK. 

Negative effects are also found upon the husband’s retirement, but the coefficients are 

not statistically significant (Mendolia, 2014).       

A man’s retirement may affect his wife’s both mental and physical health. 

Although the mechanisms may be different for physical and mental health, I do not 

focus on distinguishing them in this paper for two reasons. First, physical and mental 
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health are highly correlated and their independent mechanisms are difficult to identify. 

The focus of this paper is to examine the effect of a man’s retirement on his wife’s 

general health, including both physical and mental health measures. Second, among the 

four mechanisms that are focused on in this paper, all of them are likely to directly affect 

the wife’s both mental and physical health. The wife may like or dislike her new 

lifestyles, and her husband’s new health status and lifestyles caused by her husband’s 

retirement. These new lifestyles may also directly affect the wife’s physical health. For 

example, the wife’s or her husband’s smoking behaviors after the husband’s retirement 

may directly affect the wife’s risks of developing lung disease.  The wife’s mental and 

physical health can be negatively affected by worse household economic situations 

caused by the husband’s retirement, through increased stress or decreased household 

expenditure. Changing marital quality is more likely to affect the wife’s mental health 

compared to physical health, but in some situations, it may affect the wife’s physical 

health as well (e.g. domestic violence). Although I do not focus on distinguishing the 

mechanisms for physical and mental health, it is worth to note that, in general, the effect 

on physical health may take longer to be observed compared to mental health.  

Based on the discussions of the four potential mechanisms above, I propose four 

sets of hypotheses on the effect of the husband’s retirement on the wife’s health: 

Hypothesis 1 (H1): The husband’s retirement positively affects the wife’s health by 

allowing her to make healthier lifestyle changes. 
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Hypothesis 2a (H2a): The husband’s retirement negatively affects the wife’s health 

by negatively affecting the husband’s health and lifestyles.  

Hypothesis 2b (H2b): The husband’s retirement benefits the wife’s health by 

benefiting the husband’s health and health behaviors. 

Hypothesis 3a (H3a): The husband’s retirement harms the wife’s health by 

decreasing marital quality.  

Hypothesis 3b (H3b): The husband’s retirement positively affects the wife’s health 

by improving marital quality.  

Hypothesis 4 (H4): The husband’s retirement negatively affects the wife’s health 

by reducing household wealth.  

Legal Retirement Ages and Gendered Retirement Experiences in 
China 

Many of China’s current retirement policies originated from a series of 

government documents published during the 1950s. These documents stipulate that the 

legal retirement age for male employees in the formal sector is 60.1 The law, however, is 

more complex for women. Female managers, scientists, and government employees 

                                                      

1 These documents include the Principles of Labor Insurance in 1953, the Methods for Dealing with the 

Retirement of Government Employees in 1955, and the Regulations for Employees’ Retirement in 1958, 

the Temporary Measures on Retirement for Government Employees in 1955, the State Council Temporary 

Measures on Providing for Old, Weak, Sick, and Handicapped Cadres and the State Council Temporary 

Measures on Workers’ Retirement, Resignation in 1978, as well as the State Temporary Measures for 

Civil Servant in 1993. 
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must retire at age 55. Other female employees in the formal sector are required to retire 

at age 50. For both men and women, there are situations where individuals can retire up 

to five years earlier: 1) working dangerous jobs, such as mining, or jobs that have 

harmful health consequences, 2) poor health conditions, proved by a medical 

examination, that prohibit employees from working, 3) civil servants with more than 20 

years of service.2 The legal retirement ages are mandatory in the sense that the majority 

of employees must retire when they reach these specified retirement ages. However, 

they can remain in the labor force by engaging in informal work, which, typically, is less 

desirable than their prior positions.  

Until 2001, the legal retirement ages were mandatory only in the formal sector, 

which include the government, public institutions, non-profit organizations (NGOs), 

state-owned enterprises (SOEs), and collective-owned enterprises (COEs). Beginning in 

2001, urban workers in the informal sector are able to receive pension benefits at age 55 

for females and age 60 for males, conditional on having paid for social endowment 

insurance for at least 15 years.3 While the legal retirement ages are enforced most strictly 

in the formal sector, there are still incentives for employees in the informal sector to 

retire. It should be noted that although China introduced the nationwide New Rural 

                                                      

2 Civil servants with more than 30 years’ working experience can retire regardless of age. 
3 See the Circular of the General Office of the Ministry of Labor and Social Security Concerning Issues on 

Perfecting the Policy of Endowment Insurance of Workers in Cities and Towns. 
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Pension Scheme in 2009, most rural residents continue to work past age 60 because they 

lack pension support (Cheng et al., 2018; Giles et al., 2011). Therefore, this segment of the 

population has not been considered in this study.    

Historical events have made the composition of the retirement population in 

China more complex. At the end of the 20th century, many SOEs went bankrupt during 

the SOE reform. In order to reduce the burden of the SOEs, a new regulation was 

launched in 1994.4 It stipulates that, for employees who worked in a bankrupt or a to-be-

bankrupt SOE, who were eligible to retire within five years can retire immediately and 

begin to receive pension via application. As a result of this policy, many SOE employees 

retired up to five years ahead of their legal retirement age.    

On average, women in China are less likely than men to have access to pension 

support. This incentivizes them to engage in informal work after the legal retirement 

ages (Giles et al., 2011). Among those who do have access to pensions, the gender-

specific legal retirement ages can contribute to gendered differences in the overall 

retirement experience including labor force participation post-retirement. The fact that 

women are younger at retirement than their male counterparts makes it more feasible, 

and, perhaps, more desirable for them to engage in informal work at that stage. 

Moreover, studies find that women were more likely than men to be laid off, or be 

                                                      

4 See the Notice of the State Council in the Relevant Issues Concerning the Pilot Implementation of 

Bankruptcy of a State-Owned Enterprise in Some Cities. 
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forced into early retirement during the SOE reform (Appleton et al., 2002). Overall, these 

facts suggest that women are more likely to continue working after retirement, and, 

therefore retirement may be a less significant transition for women than for men.   

In China, public health insurance is the major health insurance, covering about 

95 percent of the total population in 2011 (Li et al., 2017). Though they exist, private 

health insurance programs are far less common. Eligibility for public health insurance is 

independent of an individual’s retirement status. Retirees typically maintain the same 

health insurance that they had prior to retirement. Urban employees in the formal sector 

are covered by the Urban Employees Basic Medical Insurance (UEBMI) program and 

other urban citizens are covered by the Urban Residents Basic Medial Insurance 

(URBMI) program. Rural residents are covered by New Cooperative Medical 

Scheme (NCMS). Among the two health insurance programs available for urban 

residents, the co-payment rates range from 0-50% for UEBMI, whereas the URBMI 

benefit packages only reimburse around 50%-65% of inpatient services and catastrophic 

diseases, with minimal reimbursement for outpatient services (Chen, 2016).    

Data and Measures  

I use data from the China Health and Retirement Longitudinal Survey 

(CHARLS) 2011, 2013, and 2015 waves as well as its pilot waves in 2008 and 2012 to 

examine the effect of a man’s retirement on the health of his spouse. The CHARLS is a 
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biennial nationally representative panel survey which has a rich number of variables 

measuring the retirement status and the well-being of those aged 45 and over.5 The 

design of CHARLS is similar to that of health and retirement surveys in other countries, 

such as the Health and Retirement Survey (HRS) in the United States, the Survey of 

Health, Aging and Retirement (SHARE) in Europe, and the English Longitudinal Study 

of Aging (ELSA) in the United Kingdom. Using a probability-proportional-to-size 

sampling (PPS) framework, the baseline survey was conducted in 2011, which includes 

approximately 10,000 households and 17,500 individuals in both rural and urban 

regions. An age-eligible household member was randomly selected to be the respondent 

and information on both the respondent and his/her spouse was collected. Individuals 

living in collective dwellings such as military bases, schools, and nursing homes were 

excluded. The response rate was 80.5% for the baseline wave (94.1% in rural regions and 

68.6% in urban regions). Respondents were followed up every two years. The 2013 and 

2015 waves included respondents at baseline as well as refresher samples (i.e. new 

respondents who reached age 45 after 2011). Before the baseline wave in 2011, a pilot 

wave was conducted in the Chinese provinces of Gansu and Zhejiang in 2008. 

Respondents in the pilot wave were interviewed again in 2012 along with a refresher 

sample. More information on the CHARLS can be found on the official website 

                                                      

5 Tibet is not included.  
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http://charls.pku.edu.cn/en. The panel structure of the sample is shown in Appendix 

Table B1. 

I restrict the sample to households where the respondent lives with a spouse and 

both spouses were interviewed. Because the legal retirement age is unlikely to apply to 

them, I further exclude the following men from the sample along with their spouses: 1) 

those who do not hold an urban household registration status (Hukou), 2) those who are 

self-employed or were self-employed prior to retirement, 3) those who were neither 

working nor retired, and 4) those who had serious health conditions that limit their 

ability to work either before or after retirement. The final sample includes 10,166 

observations of 2,957 couples. A list of variables and their summary statistics are shown 

in Table 7. 
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Table 7. Summary Statistics of the Analytical Sample 

 Wife  Husband 

  Mean 

Standard 

Deviation  N   Mean 

Standard 

Deviation  N 

Mental Health        

Self-rated health 2.22 0.91 4,380  2.39 0.92 4,592 

Self-rated poor health 0.73 0.44 4,629  0.64 0.48 4,607 

Subjective well-being 3.24 0.69 4,364  3.28 0.68 4,267 

Depression 17.06 5.63 4,455  15.33 4.60 4,327 

        

Physical Health        

Body Mass Index (BMI) 24.78 3.95 3,498  24.56 8.87 3,327 

Functional limitation 0.45 0.50 5,049  0.31 0.46 5,051 

Hypertension 0.26 0.44 4,950  0.30 0.46 4,938 

Stomach disease 0.24 0.43 4,835  0.19 0.39 4,836 

Lung disease 0.09 0.28 4,848  0.12 0.33 4,820 

Heart disease & stroke 0.21 0.41 4,894  0.20 0.40 4,870 

Liver disease 0.05 0.22 4,861  0.07 0.25 4,833 

        

Lifestyles        

Smoking frequency 0.42 2.78 4,986  6.80 10.71 4,517 

Drinking frequency 1.22 0.56 4,854  2.04 0.94 4,852 

Plaza dancing or 

exercising 0.53 1.09 5,061  0.42 1.00 5,063 

Interacting with friends 0.77 1.13 5,059  0.70 1.05 5,062 

Playing board games 0.43 0.90 5,061  0.58 1.00 5,061 

        

Treatment Variable        

Retirement status 0.34 0.47 4,912  0.43 0.50 5,056 

Processed retirement 0.45 0.50 4,872  0.61 0.49 5,056 

        

Control Variables        

Age in years 58.40 9.60 5,057  61.12 9.97 5,077 

Low education 0.73 0.44 4,914  0.59 0.49 4,890 

Childhood health 2.86 1.02 4,969  3.49 1.04 4,964 
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 Wife  Husband 

  Mean 

Standard 

Deviation  N   Mean 

Standard 

Deviation  N 

Instrumental Variable        

Age >=cutoff 

(Husband: 60, Wife: 50) 0.79 0.41 5,057  0.55 0.50 5,077 

        

Union Dissolution 0.0020 0.04 5,074     

        

Household Expenditure        

Total 8.02 1.23 4,033     

Fitness 0.13 2.72 4,909     

Alcohol and cigarette 0.80 2.17 4,677     

Medical 3.52 3.93 4,812     

Food  4.25 1.07 4,662     

Travel 0.64 3.34 4,900         

Data source: The China Health and Retirement Longitudinal Survey (CHARLS) 2011, 2013, 

and 2015 waves as well as its pilot waves in 2008 and 2012.  

 

Independent Variable 

Retirement status is the main independent variable in this study. It is measured 

based on a respondent’s completion of the retirement procedure (including early 

retirement, internal retirement, or receding position procedures) who had actually 

exited labor market at the time of the survey. In Appendix Table B2, I incorporate 

robustness checks by defining retirement as completing the retirement procedure. The 

results are largely consistent with the main results.     
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Outcome Variables 

I examine the effect of a man’s retirement on the health of his wife based on two 

sets of health outcomes: her mental health and her physical health. Mental health 

outcomes include self-rated health, self-rated poor health, subjective well-being, and 

depression. Self-rated health is measured using a 1(Poor) -5 (Excellent) point scale. Self-

rated poor health is a binary variable indicating whether a respondent rates his/her 

health as Fair, Poor, or Very poor. Subjective well-being is measured by asking 

respondents how satisfied they are with life as a whole using a 1 (Not at all satisfied) -5 

(Completely satisfied) point scale. Depression is measured using a 10-question version of 

the Center for Epidemiologic Study depression (CES-D) scale. Respondents were asked, 

how often do they feel: bothered by little things, difficulty in concentrating, depressed, 

everything is difficult, hopeless, fearful, sleepless, unhappy, lonely, and that it is difficult 

to go on with life. Respondents were rated by the frequencies of these negative feelings: 

Less than 1 day (1 point), 1 - 2 days (2 points), 3 - 4 days (3 points), 5 - 7 days (4 points). A 

depression measure is constructed by adding the points of the ten questions for each 

respondent. 

Physical health outcomes include the body mass index (BMI), functional 

limitation, hypertension, stomach disease, lung disease, heart disease & stroke, and liver 

disease. Body mass index is calculated by (weight in kg) / (height in cm)2 where weight 

and height are biomarkers measured at the time of the survey. Functional limitation is a 
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binary variable indicating whether a respondent needs help with any of the following 

activities: 1) running or jogging about 1 km, 2) walking 1 km, 3) walking 100 meters, 4) 

getting up from a chair after sitting for a long period, 5) climbing several flights of stairs 

without resting, 6) stooping, kneeling, or crouching, 7) reaching or extending your arms 

above shoulder level, 8) lifting or carrying weights over 10 jin, 9) picking up a small coin 

from a table, 10) clothing, 11) bathing, 12) eating, 13) getting into or out of bed, 14) 

toileting, or 15) controlling urination and defecation. Hypertension is a binary variable 

indicating whether a respondent has hypertension, defined as a systolic blood pressure 

≥140 mm Hg, a diastolic blood pressure ≥90 mm Hg, or being diagnosed with 

hypertension. A respondent’s blood pressure was measured three times at 5-minute 

intervals at the time of survey. The respondent is considered to have hypertension only 

when all three measurements have a systolic blood pressure ≥140 mm Hg or a diastolic 

blood pressure ≥90 mm Hg. When the blood pressure biomarkers are not available, a 

respondent is considered as having hypertension if he or she has been diagnosed with 

hypertension. Stomach disease, lung disease, heart disease & stroke, and liver disease 

are binary variables indicating whether a respondent has been diagnosed with any of 

these chronic diseases.    
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Control Variables 

The following control variables are measured for the women in this study: 

highest educational attainment, childhood health status, and if she has reached legal 

retirement age defined as age 50. Educational attainment is categorized as low (did not 

graduate from high school) or high (high school graduate or above). Childhood health 

status is measured using a 1(Poor) -5 (Excellent) point scale by asking respondents to 

evaluate their health before age 15. Whether the wife has reached the legal retirement 

age is a binary variable in this study. Following previous studies in China (Lei & Liu, 

2018; Zhang et al., 2018), we use age 50 as the legal retirement age for urban female wage 

earners.  

Mechanism Variables 

I examine four mechanisms through which the husband’s retirement may affect 

the wife’s health by examining the effect of the husband’s retirement on four sets of 

mechanism variables. To examine H1, I examine the effect of the husband’s retirement 

on the following aspects of his wife’s lifestyle: 1) drinking, 2) smoking, 3) plaza dancing 

and other exercising, 4) interacting with friends, 5) playing ma-jong, chess, or cards. 

Drinking frequency is measured by asking respondents how often they had an alcoholic 

beverage last year: 0 (Never), 1 (Not regularly), 2 (Less than once a month), or 3 (More than 

once a month). Smoking frequency is measured by the average number of cigarettes a 

respondent consumes per day. The frequency of plaza dancing and other exercising, 
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interacting with friends, playing ma-jong, chess, or cards are measured using a 1-3 point 

scale: 1 (Not regularly), 2 (Almost every week), or 3 (Almost daily). To examine H2a and 

H2b, I examine the effect of the husband’s retirement on his own health and lifestyles. 

The measurements of this set of mechanism variables are the same as those used to 

measure the wife’s health and lifestyle. To examine H3a and H3b, I examine the 

husband’s retirement on union dissolution. Union dissolution is measured using a 

binary variable indicating whether a respondent is divorced or separated from his 

spouse. To examine H4, I examine the husband’s retirement on household expenditure 

in the recent week, including 1) total expenditures, 2) expenditures on alcohol, 

cigarettes, cigars and tobacco, 3) expenditures on long distance traveling, 4) medical 

expenditures, and 5) fitness expenditures. These were then divided by the total number 

of people in the household to obtain expenditures per capita and I further took the 

logarithm of all the expenditure measures.           

Empirical Strategy 

The spousal retirement spillover impact on health is hard to estimate in the 

traditional framework of a linear regression because a man’s retirement decision can be 

affected by unobserved characteristics that could also affect his wife’s health. For 

example, a family member’s poor health may lead to a man’s early retirement and at the 

same time lead to a decrease in his wife’s health. In China, male urban employees are 
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required to retire at age 60, which causes a spike in the probability of male retirement at 

that age. This discontinuity, as a function of age, allows us to adopt a regression 

discontinuity design (RDD) to deal with the endogeneity problem. RDD is essentially a 

natural experiment strategy, in which treatment status is determined using a rule based 

on the value of another variable called running variable. In this setting, retirement is the 

treatment, the legal retirement age policy is the rule, and age is the running variable. I 

use the legal retirement age as an instrument to identity the effect of a husband’s 

retirement on his wife’s health. Similar set-ups exploiting the discontinuity created by 

legal retirement ages have been justified and used in a number of studies examining the 

consequences of retirement (Battistin et al., 2009; Coe & Zamarro, 2011; Dong, 2015; 

Eibich, 2015; Hurd & Rohwedder, 2008; Li et al., 2016; Stancanelli, 2014; Stancanelli & 

Van Soest, 2012). 

Although my data have a panel structure, I adopt the RDD rather than another 

popular strategy for panel data – individual fixed effects models, for two reasons. First, 

fixed effects models can only remove time-invariant unobserved characteristics. After 

applying the fixed effects models, there could still be some time-varying unobserved 

characteristics that bias the causal effect of retirement on health. The RDD requires a 

limited amount of assumptions and can obtain an estimate that is closer to a causal one. 

Second, although the RDD estimates are typically local compared to estimates from a 
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fixed effects strategy, in my specific case this advantage of the fixed effects strategy is 

largely reduced because individuals in my sample have at most three waves of data.    

Individuals working in the formal sector are faced with mandatory retirement as 

required by existing policy. Postponing of retirement is rare. But early retirement based 

upon certain specified criteria discussed previously is somewhat more common. While 

the legal retirement age for workers in informal sectors is not compulsory, there are 

strong incentives for males to retire at age 60. Because the treatment status is not 

completely determined by age, but the probability of retirement is expected to increase 

dramatically at the threshold of the legal retirement age, the analysis in this paper is 

based on a fuzzy regression discontinuity design (Lee & Lemieux, 2010). The estimated 

effect is a Local Average Treatment Effect (LATE), which is the average treatment effect 

for the subpopulation affected by the instrument, i.e. men retiring at the legal retirement 

age threshold.   

Let  be a dummy variable indicating the retirement status for a husband i . Let 

 be variables indicating the health of the husband i’s wife. Our running variable is 

normalized age in years, , which is calculated as the husband’s age in years minus 

60. The local average treatment effect  can be estimated as the ratio of the change in the 

wife’s health and the spike in the probability that the husband retires at age 60: 
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          (1) 

I estimate the above equation in a nonparametric way to allow more flexible 

functional forms of the husband’s age. I estimate a local linear regression with a 

triangular kernel, which assigns more weight to data points closer to the husband’s legal 

retirement age. I include covariates in my regression by residualizing the outcome 

variables (Lee & Lemieux, 2010). Specifically, I first estimate the residuals by regressing 

the wife’s health outcomes on the husband’s age, age squared, age cubic, and the wife’s 

age, age squared, her educational attainment, childhood health status, if the wife has 

reached age 50, along with survey year fixed effects. I then conduct the nonparametric 

RD analysis using residuals as the outcome variables. An advantage of this two-step 

approach is that I am able to perform a graphical analysis of the residuals taking 

covariates into account (See Appendix Figure B1). In Appendix Table B9, I use an 

alternative approach to directly include covariates in the local linear regression (Lee & 

Lemieux, 2010). The results are largely consistent.  

I adopt a data driven method to select the bandwidth of the kernel function 

using two different MSE-optimal bandwidth selectors both below and above the cutoff 

(Calonico et al., 2017; Calonico et al., 2014). The variance-covariance matrix estimator is 

calculated using the cluster-robust plug-in residuals variance estimation, clustered by 

individuals to account for correlation across waves for the same individual. The analysis 
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is conducted using the Stata package “rdrobust” (Calonico et al., 2017). Two types of 

estimates can be generated by this package. The “conventional” estimates are 

conventional RD estimates with a conventional variance estimator. The “robust” 

estimates are bias-corrected RD estimates with a robust variance estimator. Because my 

sample size is not particularly large, using the “robust” estimates could correct potential 

bias caused by model misspecification (Calonico et al., 2014).    

To test the validity of the RD design in this setting, I verify the main 

assumptions. First, there has to be a discontinuity in the probability of the husband’s 

retirement at age 60. To verify this assumption, I first plot the percentage of retired men 

by age, as shown in Figure 4. There is clearly a spike in the percentage of men 

processing retirement at age 60. When labor force participation is also considered, the 

magnitude of the jump lessens, and retirement at age 61 and 62 rises.   
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Note: The vertical line at age 60 is the legal retirement age for male employees.  

Figure 4. Retirement Rates by Age among Husbands  

As further verification, I also create an RD plot in Figure 5. Each dot in Figure 5 

represents the sample average within bin, where the number of bin are selected using 

the mimicking variance evenly-spaced method which uses spacing estimators that are 

built into the “rdrobust” package (Calonico et al., 2017). The lines are fitted using 4th 

polynomials of age. We can see a clear discontinuity at the cutoff age. The probability of 

the husband’s retirement increases about 20 percent at the cutoff age.    
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The second assumption is that the outcome variable must be a smooth function 

of the running variable in the absence of retirement. Since aging is a gradual process, it 

seems reasonable to assume that the health-age profile of an individual is also smooth. 

In addition, I am unable to identify any other major policies in China that specifically 

affect individuals reaching the age of 60. I also investigate whether predetermined 

characteristics of the women surveyed are smooth on both sides of the age threshold. If 

there are no discontinuities in the observed predetermined characteristics, it will give us 

more confidence that unobserved predetermined characteristics are also balanced on the 

two sides of the age cutoff. Results are reported in Appendix Table B3. No 

discontinuities are observed. 
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Figure 5. Regression Discontinuity Plot of Retirement Rates by Normalized Ages 

among Husbands, with 95% Confidence Intervals  

Finally, since the age of an individual cannot be manipulated and there is little 

incentive to misrepresent it on a survey, the assumption that the running variable cannot 

be precisely controlled near the threshold is naturally satisfied. For further reassurance, I 

conduct a manipulation test using local-polynomial density estimation via the Stata 
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package “rddensity” (Cattaneo et al., 2018, 2018). The test results provide no evidence of 

manipulation (T statistics = 0.166, p-value = 0.868).6 

There are several caveats to this approach. First, the RD approach used in this 

paper essentially compares health outcomes of women whose husbands are close to age 

60. Thus, we should be cautious in applying the results to women whose husbands are 

not close to age 60. Second, the effect identified by the RD design is the average 

treatment effect on the “compliers,” i.e., on women whose husbands retired at age 60. 

This tends to limit the external validity of the results. However, by taking advantage of 

the institutional settings in China, my findings should have better external validity than 

those studies adopting similar regression discontinuity designs in the context of western 

countries (Lei et al., 2010). Compared to the Chinese case, there are far fewer 

“compliers” in the majority of western populations. In the U.S., for example, while many 

still retire at the full retirement age, early retirement is not uncommon, and a growing 

number are working well into their senior years. 

                                                      

6 Results are from a RD Manipulation Test using local polynomial density estimation. A 

triangular kernel and data-driven bandwidth selectors are used and asymptotic plug-in standard 

errors are calculated.  
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Main Results 

The main results of this study are shown in Table 8. I first run OLS regressions on 

a woman’s health outcomes using the husband’s retirement status, controlling for the 

husband’s age and age squared, the wife’s educational attainment, childhood health 

status, age and age squared, as well as survey year fixed effects. Results are reported in 

Column 1. The OLS results indicate that a man’s retirement is positively associated with 

his wife’s mental health outcomes. Specifically, it is positively associated with the wife’s 

self-rated health and negatively associated with her levels of depression. However, the 

husband’s retirement appears to be negatively associated with his wife’s physical health. 

It is positively associated with the wife’s BMI levels and risks of developing heart disease 

and stroke. 
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Table 8. Effects of the Husband's Retirement on the Wife's Health Outcomes 

 
OLS 

 Nonparametric RD  Number of 

Observations   Conventional Robust  
  (1)   (2) (3)   (4) 

Mental Health       

Self-rated health 0.0738*  1.373* 1.713**  4,160 

 (0.0381)  (0.753) (0.857)   
Self-rated poor health -0.00936  -0.504* -0.650*  4,423 

 (0.0178)  (0.286) (0.338)   

Subjective well-being 0.0255  0.210 0.322  4,165 

 (0.0283)  (0.387) (0.453)   
Depression -0.880***  -6.106 -7.711*  4,261 

 (0.249)  (3.808) (4.422)   

Physical Health       

BMI 0.431**  3.781 4.233  3,345 

 (0.208)  (2.386) (2.820)   

Functional limitation -0.0142  0.0140 0.0687  4,769 

 (0.0197)  (0.267) (0.317)   

Hypertension 0.00731  -0.0197 -0.00748  4,699 

 (0.0212)  (0.226) (0.263)   

Stomach disease -0.0218  -0.413 -0.576*  4,586 

 (0.0200)  (0.290) (0.332)   

Lung disease 0.0118  -0.290 -0.382*  4,589 

 (0.0128)  (0.190) (0.220)   

Heart disease & stroke 0.0570***  -0.106 -0.144  4,630 

 (0.0194)  (0.216) (0.251)   

Liver disease -0.00441  0.126 0.161  4,598 

 (0.0102)  (0.113) (0.131)   

Covariates Yes  Residualized     

Note: Standard errors clustered by individual in brackets. ***, **, * denotes significance at the 

1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. Covariates include husband's age polynomials (age, age 

squared, and age cubic), wife's age polynomials (age and age squared), whether wife is older 

than age 50, wife's low education, wife's childhood health, and year dummies. Columns (2)-(3) 

are nonparametric RD estimates from the Stata package "rdrobust". "Conventional" estimates 

are estimated using conventional coefficient and variance estimators. "Robust" estimates are 

estimated using bias-corrected coefficient estimators and robust variance estimators.  
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The nonparametric RD estimates suggest that both a woman’s physical and 

mental well-being improve when her spouse retires. Full versions of nonparametric 

fuzzy RD estimates including the first stage results and selected bandwidth are shown 

in Appendix Table B4. In general, the RD estimates are greater in terms of magnitude 

than the OLS estimates. Columns 2 and 3 show the conventional and bias-corrected 

robust estimates, respectively. The two sets of estimates reveal highly similar patterns, 

except that the magnitudes of the conventional estimates are relatively smaller and thus 

less significant. As for mental health outcomes, her husband’s retirement leads to an 

increase in a woman’s self-rated health, a decrease in self-rated poor health, and lower 

levels of depression. Physical health outcomes indicate decreased risks of developing 

stomach and lung diseases upon a husband’s retirement. These results provide little 

support for hypotheses H2a, H3a, or H4.   

The magnitudes of the effects of a husband’s retirement on his wife’s health are 

sizable. The most robust finding is the significant positive effect on self-rated health, 

with a magnitude of 1.713 points on a 1-5 point scale. Considering that the mean self-

rated health among women is 2.22 points as reported in Table 7, the magnitude of this 

effect is considerable. The coefficients for self-rated poor health, depression, stomach 

disease, and lung disease are marginally significant at the 10% level. A husband’s 

retirement decreases the probability of a woman reporting poor health by 0.65, 

suggesting that approximately 65 of every 100 women are no longer reporting poor 
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health. It also decreases the wife’s depression level by 7.711 points. Again, considering 

that the mean depression level among women is 17.06, the effect is substantial. About 

576 and 382 of every 1000 women are no longer reporting stomach and lung diseases 

upon the husband’s retirement, respectively.   

Mechanisms 

In this study, I examine four potential mechanisms, corresponding to the four 

sets of hypotheses proposed earlier. To test H1, I examine the effect of the husband’s 

retirement on the wife’s lifestyle. Results are reported in Table 9. Column (1) provides 

the OLS results. The husband’s retirement significantly increases the wife’s frequency of 

plaza dancing and exercising. This effect is also robust in the nonparametric RD results. 

The magnitude of the effect is 1.183 on a 1-3 point scale. The mean of plaza dancing and 

exercising among women, as reported in Table 7, is 0.53, suggesting that, on average, 

women in my sample do not dance or exercise in plazas regularly. Upon their husband’s 

retirement, the frequency of these activities increased from not regularly to almost once 

a week. Indeed, square dancing has gained growing popularity in urban China, 

particularly among female retirees.7 Qualitative studies have provided evidence that 

                                                      

7 For example, see reports “Beijing gets tough on dancing grannies” from CNN 

(https://www.cnn.com/2017/02/28/asia/china-gets-tough-on-dancing-grannies/index.html) and 

“China’s war on square-dancing grannies” from The Washington Post 

(https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/morning-mix/wp/2015/03/25/chinas-war-on-square-

dancing-grannies/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.719ed2fa9442). 

https://www.cnn.com/2017/02/28/asia/china-gets-tough-on-dancing-grannies/index.html
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plaza dancing benefits elderly women’s physical and mental health by encouraging 

them to maintain an exercise routine, providing an opportunity to socialize, and 

increasing their sense of self-worth (Huang, 2016).            

Table 9. Effects of the Husband's Retirement on the Wife's Lifestyles 

 

OLS 

 Nonparametric RD  

N   Conventional Robust  

  (1)   (2) (3)   (4) 

Smoking frequency 0.0766  0.890 1.216  4,714 

 (0.106)  (1.415) (1.650)   

Drinking frequency -0.0143  0.0145 0.0949  4,580 

 (0.0228)  (0.295) (0.345)   

Plaza dancing or exercising 0.281***  0.948* 1.183*  4,775 

 (0.0456)  (0.551) (0.646)   

Interacting with friends -0.0205  -0.00815 -0.105  4,773 

 (0.0453)  (0.604) (0.717)   

Playing board games 0.0521  -0.449 -0.500  4,775 

 (0.0386)  (0.527) (0.626)   

Covariates Yes  Residualized     

Note: Standard errors clustered by individual in brackets. ***, **, * denotes significance at the 

1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. Covariates include husband's age polynomials (age, age 

squared, and age cubic), wife's age polynomials (age and age squared), whether wife is older 

than age 50, wife's low education, wife's childhood health, and year dummies. Columns (2)-(3) 

are nonparametric RD estimates from the Stata package "rdrobust". "Conventional" estimates 

are estimated using conventional coefficient and variance estimators. "Robust" estimates are 

estimated using bias-corrected coefficient estimators and robust variance estimators.  

 

To test H2a and H2b, I examine the effect of a man’s retirement on his own 

health and lifestyle. Results are reported in Table 10. Column (1) shows the OLS results, 

which suggest that retirement negatively affects both the mental and physical health of 

male retirees. Results from the nonparametric RD produce similar conclusions. 
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Retirement increases a man’s risks of developing stomach disease, heart disease and 

stroke, and liver disease. The coefficients are marginally significant at the 10% level. I 

also examined whether the negative effect is driven by changes in lifestyle after 

retirement, as reported in Table 10. Although retirement appears to increase a man’s 

leisure time as evidenced in the OLS results, none of the coefficients are statistically 

significant in the RD results.  
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Table 10. Effects of Retirement on Health and Health Behaviors among Husbands 

 

OLS 

 Nonparametric RD  

N   Conventional Robust  

  (1)   (2) (3)   (4) 

Mental Health       

Self-rated health -0.197***  0.384 0.522  4,379 

 (0.0388)  (0.528) (0.633)   

Self-rated poor health 0.0607***  0.0903 0.113  4,412 

 (0.0196)  (0.257) (0.310)   

Subjective well-being -0.0460*  -0.444 -0.497  4,083 

 (0.0279)  (0.335) (0.405)   

Depression -0.0401  -1.470 -1.825  4,147 

 (0.217)  (2.174) (2.580)   

Physical Health       
BMI 0.636***  3.569* 3.859  3,184 

 (0.190)  (2.048) (2.462)   

Functional limitation 0.0798***  -0.0599 -0.0653  4,750 

 (0.0193)  (0.233) (0.280)   
Hypertension 0.0690***  0.0646 0.0510  4,669 

 (0.0195)  (0.240) (0.276)   

Stomach disease -0.000522  0.359* 0.431*  4,567 

 (0.0191)  (0.208) (0.237)   
Lung disease 0.00934  -0.0204 -0.0327  4,548 

 (0.0157)  (0.153) (0.179)   

Heart disease & stroke 0.107***  0.298 0.375*  4,594 

 (0.0186)  (0.193) (0.220)   
Liver disease 0.0120  0.213* 0.244*  4,563 

 (0.0120)  (0.118) (0.136)   

Lifestyles       

Smoking frequency -0.665  -7.439 -6.815  4,223 

 (0.484)  (6.857) (8.259)   

Drinking frequency -0.104**  0.272 0.373  4,560 

 (0.0415)  (0.542) (0.645)   

Plaza dancing or exercising 0.243***  0.761 0.946  4,753 

 (0.0408)  (0.530) (0.628)   
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OLS 

 Nonparametric RD  

N   Conventional Robust  

  (1)   (2) (3)   (4) 

Interacting with friends 0.105**  0.0512 -0.127  4,752 

 (0.0431)  (0.567) (0.663)   
Playing board games 0.127***  -0.185 -0.343  4,751 

 (0.0434)  (0.543) (0.634)   

One-Percent Population Survey       

Self-rate good health -0.0490***  -0.117*** -0.173**  110,448 

 (0.00319)  (0.0444) (0.0676)   

Covariates Yes  Residualized     

Note: Standard errors clustered by individual in brackets. ***, **, * denotes significance at the 1%, 

5%, and 10% level, respectively. Covariates include age, age squared, age cubic, low education, 

childhood health, and year dummies. Columns (2)-(3) are nonparametric RD estimates from the 

Stata package "rdrobust". "Conventional" estimates are estimated using conventional coefficient 

and variance estimators. "Robust" estimates are estimated using bias-corrected coefficient 

estimators and robust variance estimators. Analyses using the One-Percent Population Survey 

have a fixed bandwidth of ±10 due to the existence of mass points that makes automatic 

bandwidth selection difficult.  

 

I also repeated the analyses using a one-fifth sample of China’s 2005 One-Percent 

Population Survey. Compared to CHARLS, the advantage of this dataset is its 

substantially larger sample size. However, it also has several disadvantages. First, it 

does not include information on childhood health status or the former working sectors 

of retirees. Second, health outcomes are based solely on a respondent’s subjective 

assessment, by selecting on of the following answers: “Good health”, “Can maintain 

basic living and work”, “Cannot maintain basic living and work”, and “Hard to say”. I 

constructed a self-rated good health measure as a binary variable indicating whether a 
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respondent answers “Good health”. Respondents answering “Cannot maintain basic 

living and work” or “Hard to say” are excluded from the analyses. The results, also 

reported in Table 10, indicate that retirement significantly decreases men’s self-rated 

good health. This is consistent with not only the finding from CHARLS, but also from 

existing research studying the relationship between retirement and health in China (Lei 

et al., 2010; Li, 2017; Zhang et al., 2018). Therefore, no evidence supporting either H2a or 

H2b is found. Interestingly, using the One-Percent Population Survey, Lei et al. (2010) 

find suggestive evidence that a man’s retirement decreases his wife’s self-rated good 

health. I repeat the analysis for the wife’s health using the One-Percent Population 

Survey and results show that the adverse effect is not significant after using a bias-

corrected coefficient estimator and a robust variance estimator, as well as two separate 

MSE-optimal bandwidth selectors (see Appendix Table B5).        

To test H3a and H3b, I examine the effect of the husband’s retirement on divorce 

risks. Ideally, I would use marital satisfaction as the outcome variable. However, 

measures of marital satisfaction are not available in my data and I am not aware of any 

large-scale dataset that contains information on marital satisfaction among the elderly in 

China. Because there are few divorces in my data, the results may be underpowered. 

Therefore, in addition to CHARLS, I also use the One-Percent Population Survey to 

examine this question. Results of divorce risks are reported in Table 11. According to the 

OLS results in column (1), the husband’s retirement is positively associated with divorce 
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risks in the CHARLS sample, but is negatively associated with divorce risks in the One-

Percent Population Survey. In the RD results, none of the coefficients become 

statistically significant, suggesting that a husband’s retirement is not significantly 

related to divorce in China.  
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Table 11. Effects of the Husband's Retirement on Divorce and Household 

Expenditure 

 OLS  

RD 

(Conventional) 

RD 

(Robust)  N 

  (1)   (2) (3)   (4) 

Union Dissolution       

CHARLS 0.0138**  0.0161 0.00475  5440 

 (0.00599)  (0.0705) (0.0826)   
One-Percent Population 

Survey -0.00488**  -0.0165 -0.0218  251,130 

 (0.00210)  (0.0195) (0.0257)   

Household Expenditure per capita      

Total 0.289***  0.734 0.632  3,810 

 (0.0521)  (0.993) (1.164)   
Fitness -0.123  -1.660 -2.212  4,617 

 (0.100)  (1.463) (1.724)   

Alcohol and cigarettes -0.104  -0.0940 -0.223  4,399 

 (0.0920)  (1.218) (1.439)   
Medical 0.463***  1.713 1.645  4,526 

 (0.123)  (1.709) (2.034)   

Food  0.299***  -0.160 -0.218  4,391 

 (0.0439)  (0.603) (0.719)   
Travel 0.565***  0.0399 -0.437  4,608 

 (0.134)  (2.017) (2.426)   

Covariates Yes  Residualized   

Note: Standard errors clustered by individual in brackets. ***, **, * denotes significance at the 

1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. Covariates include age, age squared, age cubic, low 

education, childhood health, and year dummies. Columns (2)-(3) are nonparametric RD 

estimates from the Stata package "rdrobust". "Conventional" estimates are estimated using 

conventional coefficient and variance estimators. "Robust" estimates are estimated using bias-

corrected coefficient estimators and robust variance estimators. Analyses using the One-

Percent Population Survey do not include the covariate childhood health status. 
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I also examined the heterogeneous effects of a man’s retirement on his wife’s 

health based on her retirement status. Existing studies have consistently shown that a 

husband’s retirement decreases the marital satisfaction of both spouses if the wife is still 

working (Moen et al., 2001; Szinovacz & Davey, 2005). Some evidence also indicates that 

a husband’s retirement increases marital satisfaction for retired women (Moen et al., 

2001; Szinovacz & Davey, 2005). Based on these findings, I expect to find a more 

pronounced positive spillover effect among retired women compared to those who are 

working. As shown in Table 12, this is indeed the case. The positive spillover effect of 

the husband’s retirement is more robust among retired women than among working 

women. These results suggest that, although I did not find direct evidence supporting 

H3a or H3b, marital quality is likely to play a role in the relationship between a man’s 

retirement and his wife’s health.        
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Table 12. Heterogeneous Effects of the Husband's Retirement on the Wife's Health 

and Health Behaviors, by Wife's Retirement Status 

 Wife Retired  Wife Working 

 Conventional Robust N  Conventional Robust N 

  (1) (2) (3)   (4) (5) (6) 

Mental Health        
Self-rated health 1.708** 2.231** 2,441  0.0501 -0.0659 1,636 

 (0.798) (0.909)   (1.004) (1.237)  

Self-rated poor health -0.822* -1.155** 2,606  -0.186 -0.0380 1,737 

 (0.482) (0.555)   (0.500) (0.601)  
Subjective well-being 0.372 0.548 2,462  -0.200 -0.100 1,640 

 (0.468) (0.559)   (0.968) (1.196)  

Depression -6.043 -8.369 2,499  -7.518 -7.041 1,682 

 (4.356) (5.190)   (7.812) (9.551)  
Physical Health        

BMI -1.719 -3.301 1,965  7.936* 8.276 1,321 

 (4.023) (4.854)   (4.663) (5.313)  

Functional limitation 0.159 0.218 2,808  -0.324 -0.333 1,865 

 (0.308) (0.370)   (0.525) (0.639)  

Hypertension -0.0251 -0.0125 2,778  0.119 0.123 1,825 

 (0.262) (0.307)   (0.409) (0.475)  

Stomach disease -0.519 -0.715* 2,748  0.368 0.241 1,743 

 (0.331) (0.381)   (0.514) (0.616)  

Lung disease -0.902* -1.162** 2,745  0.497 0.572 1,748 

 (0.513) (0.587)   (0.347) (0.401)  

Heart disease & stroke 0.0126 -0.0270 2,772  -0.533 -0.595 1,762 

 (0.261) (0.311)   (0.411) (0.469)  

Liver disease 0.226 0.294 2,751  -0.0679 -0.0622 1,753 

 (0.151) (0.181)   (0.200) (0.245)  

Covariates Residualized   Residualized 
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 Wife Retired  Wife Working 

 Conventional Robust N  Conventional Robust N 

  (1) (2) (3)   (4) (5) (6) 

Note: Standard errors clustered by individual in brackets. ***, **, * denotes significance at 

the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. Covariates include husband's age polynomials (age, 

age squared, and age cubic), wife's age polynomials (age and age squared), whether wife is 

older than age 50, wife's low education, wife's childhood health, and year dummies. 

Nonparametric RD estimates are obtained from the Stata package "rdrobust". 

"Conventional" estimates are estimated using conventional coefficient and variance 

estimators. "Robust" estimates are estimated using bias-corrected coefficient estimators and 

robust variance estimators.  

 

To test H4, I examine the effect of the husband’s retirement on household 

expenditures per capita, as reported in Table 11. Although the OLS results suggest that 

the husband’s retirement increases various household expenditures, including total 

expenditures, these coefficients become statistically insignificant in the RD results. These 

results suggest that household income may not be a primary mechanism for creating a 

spillover effect. 

I also examine the heterogeneous effects of the husband’s retirement in relation 

to his educational attainment. Among China’s elderly, men are typically the 

breadwinners of their household. Retirement will often have a greater negative impact 

on household income when the husband does not have a high school education. Results 

are shown in Table 13. Indeed, the positive spillover effect of the husband’s retirement is 

more robust among those households where the husband has a high school education. 

An interesting finding that runs counter to this argument is that the retirement of a more 
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highly educated man increases his wife’s risk of developing liver disease. Further 

investigation indicates that liquor consumption often increases for those women. It is 

possible that the husband’s retirement increases the wife’s socializing in situations that 

increase the expectation and opportunity for social drinking. Another consequence for 

women married to higher educated retirees appears to be a higher frequency of plaza 

dancing and exercising. These results suggest that though income may not be the main 

mechanism, it still factors into in the relationship between the husband’s retirement and 

the wife’s health.         
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Table 13. Heterogeneous Effects of the Husband's Retirement on the Wife's Health 

and Health Behaviors, by Husband's Education 

 High Education  Low Education 

 Conventional Robust N  Conventional Robust N 

  (1) (2) (3)   (4) (5) (6) 

Mental Health        
Self-rated health 0.889** 0.898* 1,656  3.254 5.686 2,445 

 (0.452) (0.546)   (4.911) (6.070)  

Self-rated poor health -0.466* -0.496* 1,783  -0.817 -1.205 2,580 

 (0.240) (0.289)   (0.842) (1.006)  
Subjective well-being 0.00107 0.0531 1,683  3.058 4.310 2,422 

 (0.336) (0.409)   (6.725) (7.668)  

Depression -2.215 -2.549 1,724  -14.26 -19.41 2,481 

 (2.212) (2.623)   (14.06) (16.90)  
Physical Health        

BMI 1.516 1.343 1,259  5.561 6.803 2,043 

 (2.084) (2.493)   (6.202) (7.537)  

Functional limitation 0.0399 0.0619 1,928  0.0355 0.132 2,781 

 (0.209) (0.250)   (0.607) (0.729)  

Hypertension -0.146 -0.170 1,893  0.0217 0.0494 2,747 

 (0.186) (0.216)   (0.535) (0.627)  

Stomach disease 0.0762 0.0601 1,843  -0.924 -1.426 2,687 

 (0.189) (0.226)   (0.973) (1.120)  

Lung disease -0.331* -0.392** 1,840  -0.0747 -0.132 2,690 

 (0.170) (0.194)   (0.327) (0.387)  

Heart disease & stroke 0.0552 0.0771 1,859  -0.226 -0.384 2,711 

 (0.168) (0.192)   (0.496) (0.579)  

Liver disease 0.135* 0.167** 1,841  0.141 0.162 2,697 

 (0.0693) (0.0806)   (0.296) (0.347)  

Lifestyles        

Smoking frequency -0.0879 -0.120 1,912  1.454 2.123 2,742 

 (1.105) (1.332)   (3.335) (3.892)  

Drinking frequency -0.261 -0.245 1,863  0.833 1.344 2,657 

 (0.228) (0.266)   (0.989) (1.173)  

Plaza dancing or exercising 1.418*** 1.631*** 1,931  -8.212 -16.94 2,784 
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 High Education  Low Education 

 Conventional Robust N  Conventional Robust N 

  (1) (2) (3)   (4) (5) (6) 

 (0.487) (0.558)   (26.99) (30.76)  
Interacting with friends 0.0236 0.00848 1,929  0.853 1.048 2,784 

 (0.486) (0.589)   (1.583) (1.870)  

Playing board games -0.389 -0.430 1,931  0.840 1.488 2,784 

 (0.420) (0.513)   (1.568) (1.821)  

Covariates Residualized   Residualized 

Note: Standard errors clustered by individual in brackets. ***, **, * denotes significance at the 1%, 

5%, and 10% level, respectively. Covariates include husband's age polynomials (age, age 

squared, and age cubic), wife's age polynomials (age and age squared), whether wife is older 

than age 50, wife's low education, wife's childhood health, and year dummies. Nonparametric 

RD estimates are obtained from the Stata package "rdrobust". "Conventional" estimates are 

estimated using conventional coefficient and variance estimators. "Robust" estimates are 

estimated using bias-corrected coefficient estimators and robust variance estimators.  

 

To summarize, I find some evidence supporting the hypothesis that the 

husband’s retirement allows the wife to change lifestyle in ways that benefit her health 

(H1). I did not, however, find direct evidence supporting the hypotheses of spousal 

health spillover (H2a and H2b), changes in marital quality (H3a and H3b), or decreases 

in household expenditures (H4). However, the heterogeneous effects are strong 

indications that marital quality and income may still matter – particularly for women 

who are working and for those with lower socioeconomic status. Diminished marital 

satisfaction and income constraints caused by their husbands’ retirement tend to be 

binding.   
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Additional Robustness Checks 

Spousal Joint Retirement 

An important concern is that couples could make a joint decision for both to 

retire at similar timings. When this occurs, changes in the wife’s health outcomes may be 

reflective of her own retirement rather than her husband’s. Existing studies in the 

United States find that women tend to retire soon after their husband’s retirement 

particularly if they have been working throughout the marriage (Henretta et al., 1993, 

1993). In China, because of gender-specific retirement ages, women will typically 

process retirement earlier than their husbands. However, they are likely to engage in 

informal work after processing retirement. To explore this possibility, I plotted the 

retirement rate of women in relation to their husband’s age. As shown in Figure 6, there 

are no obvious spikes in women retiring close to their husband’s legal retirement age. A 

formal test in Appendix Table B6 further confirms that a man’s retirement does not lead 

to a significant increase in the wife’s retirement at or near that time.    
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Note: The vertical line at age 60 is the legal retirement age for male employees.  

Figure 6. Retirement Rates by Husbands’ Ages among Wives  

Furthermore, I repeat the analyses based on women’s legal retirement at age 50 

to examine the effect of their own retirement on their own health and lifestyle, as 

reported in Appendix Table B6. There is some suggestive evidence that retirement tends 

to worsen health outcomes for women. For example, the results indicate that the risks of 

developing stomach disease increased. It also decreases the frequency of women 

participating in games such as ma-jong, chess, and cards. Both coefficients are 

marginally significant at the 10% level. These results suggest that if a man’s retirement 
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does, in fact, lead to his wife’s retirement, the evidence that a woman’s retirement is 

more likely to have an adverse effect on her own health, contradicts the implication that 

positive health outcome changes are a reflection of her own retirement rather than her 

husband’s. Another relevant test is reported in Appendix Table B7 column (3), which 

uses a parametric RD approach to account for spousal joint retirement. The results are 

largely consistent with those in Table 8. A detailed model specification will be presented 

in the next section. 

Functional Form Assumptions 

I use alternative parametric estimation approaches to examine the robustness of 

the nonparametric estimation approach. The parametric fuzzy RD design is estimated as 

a Two-Stage Least Squares (2SLS) model. Let  be a dummy variable indicating the 

retirement status for a husband i . Let  be a dummy variable indicating whether a 

husband i reaches age 60. Let  be variables indicating the health outcomes of husband 

i’s wife. Our running variable is normalized age in years, , which is calculated as the 

husband’s age in years minus 60. The model specification is:  

                               (2)                

                                (3) 
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where  and  are intercepts. The vector Z include the wife’s age, age squared, 

educational attainment, childhood health status, whether the wife has reached age 50, as 

well as year fixed effects. The unobserved variables v and  are assumed to be normally 

distributed. Results are reported in Appendix Table B7 column (1), where I select the 

bandwidth of 10 years. As I anticipated, they are similar to the conventional estimates in 

Table 8.  

I also estimated a more flexible parametric RD model in Appendix Table B7 

column (2):     

          (4)    

where , , and  are instrumented by , , and , respectively. 

Compared with the specification in column (1), this model specification allows age 

trends to differ both below and above the cutoff age. Results in column (2) are highly 

consistent with those in column (1) and the magnitudes of the effects become even 

larger. 

In column (3), I also included spousal joint retirement into the equation and 

estimated an alternative parametric RD model:: 

    (5)    
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where  and  are the wife’s retirement status and normalized age at women’s legal 

retirement age 50. , , , and  are instrumented by , , , and 

, respectively. Results in column (3) are consistent with those in the first two 

columns.  

In columns (5)-(7), I estimate a nonparametric RD model with fixed bandwidth 

10 both below and above the cutoff age. Results are similar to those presented in Table 8. 

One caveat is that compared to physical health, results on mental health appear to be 

more robust across specifications with different functional forms and bandwidths.       

Conclusions and Discussions 

This study is an examination of the effect of a man’s retirement on his wife’s 

health in urban China. Exploiting legal retirement ages as a source of exogenous 

variation in retirement, I apply a fuzzy regression discontinuity design to compare the 

health outcomes of women whose husbands have just retired with those whose 

husbands are about to retire. I find that the husband’s retirement significantly increases 

his wife’s mental and physical health. The positive spillover effect is likely the result of 

increasing the wife’s frequency of exercising and social interactions. Although the 

positive spillover effect is less likely driven by income or marital quality, I find 

heterogeneous effects of the husband’s retirement on his wife’s health by the wife’s 
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retirement status and the husband’s educational attainment. The positive spillover effect 

is the most robust when the husband has at least a high school education or when the 

wife has already retired, suggesting that income and marital quality play a role in the 

relationship between a husband’s retirement and his wife’s health.  

The positive spillover effect found in this study is, however, not consistent with 

existing evidence from Japan and Europe, which reports that the husband’s retirement 

decreases his wife’s mental health (Bertoni & Brunello, 2017; Müller & Shaikh, 2018). It is 

possible that the difference is driven by differential effects of a man’s retirement on the 

wife’s lifestyle for urban China compared to other countries. While a man’s retirement 

increases his wife’s frequency of plaza dancing and exercise in China, this may not be so 

elsewhere. For example, a man’s retirement decreases his wife’s frequency of moderate 

physical activities and increases her alcohol consumption in Europe (Müller & Shaikh, 

2018).8               

Although this study has important findings, future research is needed to address 

its limitations. First, the findings of this study apply specifically to urban wage earners 

in China. However, issues associated with China’s rural pension system are 

considerably more serious. To date, the majority of China’s rural residents lack sufficient 

                                                      

8 They find that spouses’ retirement decreases the frequency of moderate physical activities and 

increases alcohol consumption. But it is not clear whether it holds specifically for the husband’s 

retirement on the wife’s health.  
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pension support. This compels them to work as long as their health permits, which is 

exacerbated by minimal wealth accumulation especially when compared to their urban 

counterparts (Chen & Ravallion, 2009). From a comparative perspective, China’s urban 

pension system is more comparable to those in developed countries, whereas its rural 

pension system is more similar to those in developing countries (Giles et al., 2011). 

Additional studies are needed to examine similar issues in rural China. Second, 

although the regression discontinuity design allows me to obtain better causal estimates, 

it is limited in terms of external validity. The findings in this study only apply to 

individuals who comply with the legal retirement ages. However, the estimates are still 

valuable in the absence of a randomized control trial. Third, the effect identified in this 

study is the short-term effect. Future research is needed to examine the long-term effect 

of the husband’s retirement on the wife’s health. Finally, there is a need to collect 

additional data to identify the manner in which couples use their time before and after 

the husband’s retirement, which when analyzed would significantly improve our 

understanding of the mechanism through which the positive spillover effect operates. 
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Chapter 3: Bayesian Multistate Life Table Methods for 
Complex, High-Dimensional State Spaces: Development 
and Illustration of a New Method 

Overview 

Multistate life table methods are an important tool for producing easily 

understood measures of population health. Most contemporary uses of these methods 

involve sample data, thus requiring techniques for capturing uncertainty in estimates. 

Over the last two decades, several methods have been developed to do so. Among these 

existing methods, the Bayesian approach proposed in Lynch and Brown (2005) has 

several unique advantages. However, this approach has been limited to estimating years 

to be spent in only two states, such as years to be lived “healthy" vs. “unhealthy." In this 

paper, we extend that method to allow for complex, high-dimensional state spaces with 

“partially absorbing” states. We illustrate the new method and show its advantages 

using data from the Health and Retirement Survey (HRS) to investigate US regional 

differences in years of remaining life to be spent with diabetes, chronic conditions, and 

disabilities. The method works well and yields rich output for reporting and subsequent 

analyses. 
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Introduction 

Multistate life table (MSLT) methodology, also known as increment-decrement 

life table (IDLT) methodology, is a useful tool in demography and social science for 

studying the life course implications of transitions into and out of states defined by 

health or other statuses. Because the output of MSLTs, such as years of life remaining to 

be spent with various health conditions, can be easily understood by policymakers, lay 

people, and non-statistically oriented academics, MSLT methods have been used widely 

in many different fields, particularly in population health research. Originally, MSLT 

methods relied on census and aggregate vital statistics data. In recent decades, use of 

survey data has become more common for multistate life table estimation. Survey data 

can often provide richer information than census data, allowing researchers to study 

more complex state spaces and provide more detail regarding differences in state 

expectancies. 

Most applications of multistate methods to date, however, have been limited to 

investigating simple two-living states-plus-death state spaces—such as healthy, 

unhealthy, and deceased—with health typically defined along one dimension. 

Nonetheless, adult life course health processes and outcomes are complex and 

multidimensional. For example, type II diabetes is one of the most rapidly evolving 

threats to population health, because it entails “downstream" health complications like 
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heart disease, disability, and premature mortality. Although several multistate methods 

have been developed over the last two decades to facilitate the use of multistate methods 

with sample data, including regression-based smoothing methods to compensate for 

small cell sizes, and bootstrapping and MCMC methods to produce interval estimates 

comensurate with the use of such data, these methods have serious shortcomings that 

limit their ability to address important and detailed questions concerning complex 

health processes. 

In this paper, we develop an extension of a Bayesian approach developed by 

Lynch and Brown in 2005. That approach involves (1) sampling parameters from the 

posterior distribution for a two dimensional multinomial probit model using Gibbs 

sampling, (2) generating transition probability matrices from the Gibbs samples, (3) 

applying multistate life table calculations to the transition probability matrices, and (4) 

summarizing quantities of interest from the resulting life tables. The Bayesian approach 

offers some key advantages over other approaches. First, prior information can be 

incorporated into Bayesian models, while it is difficult to do so under other approaches. 

Second, the Bayesian paradigm enables direct, probabilistic interpretations of estimates, 

while such explanations of estimates obtained from other approaches are not 

straightforward nor necessarily theoretically justified. Third, from a computational 

perspective, the Bayesian approach can more easily handle sparse cells that often arise 
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from complex state spaces with sample data than data bootstrapping and other methods 

can. 

Until recently, sampling parameters from a posterior distribution for high 

dimensional multinomial models has been a substantial challenge, thus limiting the 

practical size of the state space that could be investigated with a Bayesian approach. The 

MSLT method developed in Lynch and Brown (2005) handles simple state spaces with 

only two living states: “healthy" and “unhealthy". Challenges arise when modeling 

much larger state spaces. Moreover, the approach introduced by Lynch and Brown 

(2005) cannot handle structural zeros in the transition matrices, that is, partially 

absorbing states, because the outcome variable in the original approach was the state a 

respondent was in at the end of a spell, while the starting state was a covariate. With 

structural zeroes in the transition matrices, some ending states imply only one potential 

starting state so that there is no variability in the key covariate that defines a transition. 

Recent advances have facilitated the rapid sampling of parameters from 

multinomial logit models. We show how, with these new developments, the 

Lynch/Brown method can be extended to high dimensional state spaces with partially 

absorbing states, and we illustrate the utility of such an approach by addressing the 

following substantive questions: How do diabetic life expectancy and the proportion of 

life spent diabetic vary by birth region and current region? How do total years of life 
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remaining vary across regions for diabetics with Activities of Daily Living (ADL) 

limitations and/or chronic conditions? How does the proportion of life spent with ADLs 

or/and chronic conditions vary by birth and current region for diabetics? 

This paper is organized as follows. First, we review the key recent developments 

in multistate life table methodology. Second, we describe our new method, which 

samples from the posterior distribution for parameters of multinomial logit models 

using Polya-Gamma latent variables and uses the results for construction of multistate 

life tables. Third, we introduce a substantive problem and illustrate our method using 

data from the Health and Retirement Survey (HRS). Finally, we discuss future research 

directions to improve our method. 

Development of Multistate Life Table Methods Using Survey 
Data 

Interest in using survey data to produce multistate life tables began roughly 

three decades ago, as demographic interest moved toward investigating subpopulation 

differences in years to be lived in different states, such as “employed” vs. “unemployed” 

vs. “retired” or “healthy” vs. “unhealthy.” Whereas population level data typically can 

be disaggregated only at coarse levels such as by age, sex, and race, survey data contain 

much richer sets of covariates, allowing for much more detailed subpopulation 

comparisons. However, survey data are typically much smaller in size than population 

data, making disaggregation along multiple dimensions difficult due to small cell sizes. 
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Beginning in 1990, several scholars began to use regression modeling techniques to 

produce smoothed estimates of transition probabilities from which multistate life tables 

could be constructed (Land et al., 1994; Hayward and Grady, 1990). A general strategy is 

to let transitions between two time points (across a “spell”) be outcomes of a 

mutltinomial (or other type of) regression model with age and other covariates as 

predictors of transitions. For example, in a two-living state-plus-death state space, there 

are six possible transitions between two time points: (1) retention in state 1 (with 

corresponding transition probability represented by ), (2) transition from state 1 to 

state 2 ( ), (3) transition from state 1 to death ( ), (4) transition from state 2 to state 1 

( ), (5) retention in state 2 ( ), and (6) transition from state 2 to death ( ). A five-

dimensional multinomial regression model is required to estimate the transition 

probabilities, after omitting one transition as a reference outcome. Given a set of 

coefficient estimates, covariates can be fixed at values for which a life table is to be 

generated (a “covariate profile”; e.g., white males with 12 years of schooling), and age 

can be incremented across the age range to obtain a complete set of age-specific  

transition probability matrices,  ( ), with the last row of the transition 

probability matrices reflecting the impossibility of returning from the death state; i.e., 
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 across all ages. Standard multistate life table calculations can then be 

used to produce life tables from the transition probability matrices (Palloni, 2001). 

Although the application of regression methods to survey data was a significant 

advance in multistate methodology, sample data contain sampling error, which was 

ignored in these earlier efforts. Beginning in the late 1990’s efforts have been undertaken 

to produce interval estimates of multistate life table quantities to compensate for 

uncertainty. These methods involve three broad approaches: bootstrapping, 

microsimulation, and Bayesian estimation. 

The bootstrapping approach involves bootstrapping either data and estimating 

multivariate hazard models for each bootstrap sample (Hayward et al., 1999), or 

estimating a single hazard model and drawing parameter samples from the sampling 

distribution of the parameters implied by the estimates (Lee and Rendalli, 2001; 

Calhoun, 1997). In the first approach, multiple datasets are obtained from bootstrapping. 

For each bootstrapped sample, a discrete time multinomial logit model is estimated and 

a life table is constructed. In the second approach, a single multinomial logit model is 

estimated using the data. The variances of life table quantities are estimated using the 

bootstrap normal approximation method (Efron and Tibshirani, 1994). Specifically, 

drawing on maximum likelihood asymptotic theory, parameters are simulated from a 

multivariate normal distribution with the mean vector and the covariance matrix 
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implied by the parameters and standard errors obtained from the logit model, and a life 

table is constructed for each parameter sample. Although both approaches work well for 

low dimensional state spaces, they have significant limitations as the state space 

increases in size. Under the first approach, it becomes increasingly likely to obtain 

bootstrap samples that are missing some observed transitions, and the implication for 

inference of simply ignoring these samples is unclear. Under the second approach, the 

sampling distribution for multinomial logit parameters becomes increasingly nonnormal 

as the dimensionality of the model increases, so that the asymptotic assumptions 

justifying simulating the parameters from a multivariate normal distribution are 

potentially unreasonable even in moderate large samples. 

The microsimulation approach involves estimating transition probabilities using 

a discrete-time Markov chain approach, applying microsimulation to simulate 

individual life histories based on these transition probabilities, and constructing life 

table quantities based on the results of simulations (Laditka and Wolf, 1998). Lievre et al. 

(2003) developed a statistical program IMaCh, which estimates transition probabilities 

using an “embedded" Markov chain (eMC) model, and estimates the MSLT functions as 

linear functions of the variance-covariance matrices of transition probabilities using the 

Delta method. An extension of this microsimulation approach was developed by Cai et 

al. (2010), with corresponding software SPACE in SAS. In this approach, transition 
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probabilities are estimated using a discrete-time event history approach. The authors 

apply microsimulation to simulate individual life histories based on these transition 

probabilities and then construct life tables based on the simulated life histories. Unlike 

the IMaCh approach, bootstrapping is applied to estimate the variances for life table 

quantities in SPACE, and this approach allows for handling the challenges posed by 

data obtained from complex sampling methods. Despite these advantages, 

microsimulation is extremely time costly in practice. As a result, applications using this 

approach are limited to two living states and only a couple of covariates. 

Lynch and Brown (2005) developed a Bayesian approach to MSLT estimation 

that resolves the problems of the other approaches but has its own limitations. In their 

approach, parameters are sampled from a two dimensional discrete-time multinomial 

probit model using a Gibbs sampler. As with bootstrapping, a life table is produced for 

each post-burn-in parameter sample, and (credible) interval estimates of any life table 

quantity of interest can be computed from the life tables using a typical Bayesian 

approach of sorting estimates and selecting the values at the desired quantiles. A pair of 

C and R programs were developed by the authors to facilitate implementation. Aside 

from the ability of this approach to incorporate prior information if desired, the method 

does not resample data and therefore does not risk obtaining samples that are missing 
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transitions. Further, the method does not require asymptotic assumptions regarding the 

shape of the posterior distribution. 

The key limitation of this method, however, is that, as developed, the method is 

limited to two living states. Additionally, as developed, the method treats the state at the 

start of a spell as a covariate, with the state at the end of a spell as the multinomial 

outcome. Although this approach can yield identical results to those obtained via the 

bootstrapping and microsimulation approaches, which treat the transition as the 

outcome, it prohibits the ability to incorporate “partially absorbing states” (structural 

zeroes in the transition matrices) into the model. For instance, in the example we 

develop below, individuals may transition to becoming diabetic, but once diagnosed, 

they cannot leave that state. Thus, for any state that does not also involve diabetes (e.g., 

nondiabetic with ADLs), a covariate representing “diabetic” may only take one value (1; 

yes, diabetic), making estimation of transitions impossible, because of lack of variability 

in the covariate for some outcome states. In the next section, we extend this Bayesian 

approach to handle virtually unlimited state spaces with partially absorbing states, 

resolving the two key limitations of the previous method. 
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Model Set-up and Construction of Multistate Life Tables 

In this section, we introduce our MSLT method, which involves two steps: 1) 

sampling from the posterior distribution for a Bayesian discrete time multinomial logit 

model of transitions, with covariates including age as predictors using panel data; and 2) 

generating life tables using the posterior samples. 

The multinomial logit model is a model for qualitatively distinct, mutually 

exclusively outcomes, with covariates predicting the probability of each outcome. The 

model can be represented in various ways. Let  represent the probability that 

individual  experiences outcome . Then, 

  

where  is the sample size, there are  possible outcomes represented by a 

vector of indicator functions representing the outcome experienced by ,  is a vector of 

covariates for individual , and  is a vector of the coefficients for the effects of the 

covariates on outcome . These probabilities can be inserted into a typical multinomial 

mass function to obtain a likelihood function: 
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We assume that all covariates predict each outcome and that there are no outcome-

specific covariates. It is well known that the coefficients are not identified without 

constraints, and so one outcome is typically omitted as the reference outcome. 

In our case,  represents the number of person-spell records in the data, where a 

spell can be defined as a time interval between survey waves. The outcomes, , are 

transitions individuals experienced over a spell of length  years (or months, days, etc.), 

with the states at time  and  defining the transition. Thus, the ending state for spell 

1 at time  is the starting state for spell 2. In our specification, we assume that  does 

not vary across spells, although that assumption can be relaxed in various ways. 

Individuals who die at the end of a spell (or are censored in some other way, e.g., 

attrition) contribute no further person-spell records to the data. Given this data 

structure, the model can be described as a discrete time hazard model (see Allison 1984). 

Defining the transition experienced over a spell as the outcome, rather than 

defining the ending state as the outcome with a covariate for the starting state used to 

help define the transition, obviates one limitation of the Lynch/Brown method: 

transitions that are not possible (i.e., structural zeroes) are simply not included as an 
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outcome in the multinomial regression model. However, this change increases the 

dimensionality of the outcome, posing another problem. While the number of outcomes 

in the model is theoretically unlimited, from a practical standpoint, the multinomial logit 

model becomes increasingly difficult to estimate when the dimensionality becomes 

large, in both maximum likelihood and Bayesian settings. 

In the Bayesian setting, the multinomial probit model is often used instead of the 

logit, because it lends itself to Gibbs sampling, and Gibbs samplers are fairly easy to 

implement with data augmentation strategies (McCulloch and Rossi, 1994; Albert and 

Chib, 1993; Imai and Van Dyk, 2005). In contrast, estimation of logit model parameters 

in the Bayesian setting requires more general Metropolis-Hastings or other samplers, 

because there has been no exact data augmentation strategy to yield conditional 

posterior distributions for  that are of known forms. In lower dimensions, the Gibbs 

sampler for the probit model and the logit model both work well, and for medium-

dimensional outcomes, the multinomial probit model using data augmentation works 

far better than MH routines for the logit model. However, beyond dimensions of 20 or 

so, both the Gibbs sampler for the probit model and MH routines for the logit model 

become computationally difficult or even infeasible. 

Fortunately, recent development of a Gibbs sampling routine for the logit model 

has resolved much of the difficulty. Polson et al. (2013) developed a Gibbs sampler for 
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the multinomial logit model using a data augmentation strategy with Polya-Gamma 

latent variables. Details of the approach can be found in both the authors’ original paper 

and in theor technical supplement. 

The Polya-Gamma strategy can be thought of as analogue to the probit data 

augmentation strategy developed by Albert and Chib (1993) in that they both introduce 

latent variables which enable exact posterior inference through Gibbs sampling. The 

main difference from an analytic perspective is that while the posterior distribution for  

in the probit model is a location mixture of normals where the locations are influenced 

by the draws of truncated normal latent variables, the Polya-Gamma strategy results in a 

scale mixture posterior because the latent Polya-Gamma variables influence the 

covariance term  in the full conditional distribution in addition to the location, . A 

second difference is that while the latent variables used in the probit model were 

motivated by their direct interpretation as the “utility" of each category in the context of 

a discrete choice model, the Polya-Gamma latent variables are a purely mathematical 

construct with no apparent intuitive interpretation. 

Compared to other Bayesian strategies of estimating multinomial logit models, 

this data-augmentation strategy is more efficient and easier to use Polson et al. (2013). 

Unlike MH algorithms, as with any full Gibbs sampler, the method does not require 

tuning parameters. In our own trials, this strategy is orders of magnitude much faster 
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computationally to converge and mix and generates more reliable estimates when the 

dimensionality is high compared to an independence sampler and an adaptive random 

walk Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. Specifically, in other substantive rsearch with a 

mean vector equal to the ML estimates and a covariance matrix eqaul to the ML 

covariance matrix of estimates works well when the outcome dimensionality is less than 

20, but we rely on the Poly-Gamma strategy for models with higher dimensional 

outcomes, such as in our example here. 

For our purposes, all  possible transitions between age group  and  

( ) but one are treated as an outcome in the multinomial logit model, with all 

covariates  (including an intercept and an age variable) as predictors of each 

transition. After  post-burn in iterations of the Gibbs sampler described earlier, we will 

have  samples of , a  matrix of coefficients. For life table construction, we 

first determine a covariate profile for which we wish to generate a life table, and we 

construct a  matrix , where  is the number of age groups included in the life table 

calculations. Each row in  consists of the fixed covariate values (and intercept) plus a 

value of age that is incremented across rows. 
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The product  yields a  matrix of predicted values from which 

probabilities for each transition can be computed row-wise via:  

 

The probability for the omitted transition can be computed by subtracting the 

sum of the computed probabilities from 1. The result is a matrix, , from which age-

specific transition probability matrices,   can be constructed. Specifically, 

each row of  is placed in a square matrix based on the starting and ending states 

represented by the probabilities. Structural zeros are included, and a final row of zeros 

with a trailing 1 is also included as described in Section 2, to reflect the fact that 

individuals cannot transition from the deceased state. The rows of these square matrices 

are then normalized so that each row sums to 1 by adding all elements in a given row 

and then dividing each element in the row by the sum. 

With a complete set of transition probability matrices, we can construct 

multistate life tables in a straightforward fashion. Let  be a  vector of counts of 

individuals in each of the  states at age group , with  the radix population. The 

radix population can either be derived from the row sums of the unnormalized 
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probabilities in  at age 1 in order to produce “population-based” life tables, or it 

can be fixed at specified values to produce “status-based” life tables. For example, we 

could set the radix such that all persons in the population are in a given state at age 0 in 

order to estimate future state expectancies for persons who begin the life table in that 

state. 

Given a radix, we can compute  for all ages as:  

 

Person years lived in each state between each age (group)  and —a  vector 

for each age—can be computed using a linear assumption:  

 

 the person years to be lived in each state from age  forward can be created as:  

 

Finally, state expectancies can be computed at each age by dividing  by  

elementwise. 

As with any life table procedure, the final age interval requires a different 

computation than other intervals. In particular, we compute  as:  
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which implies that transition probabilities at the oldest age are constant, so that waiting 

times at that age are geometric. This is most likely an unrealistic assumption, so we carry 

out our life table calculations to age 110, an age at which there are very few survivors. 

Application: Regional Differences in Life Expectancies Related 
to Diabetes 

In this section, we introduce a substantive problem that involves a complex state 

space. Diabetes is an important conditon affecting US life expectancy (Olshansky et al., 

2005). Specificlaly, if diabetes were eliminated, life expectancy at birth between 1990 and 

2000 would have been 12 years greater than estimated (Anderson and DeTurk, 1999; 

Arias et al., 2013). Diabetes’ impact on life expectancy is attributable to its influence on 

downstream, potentially fatal health conditions, including heart diseases and stroke 

(among others), and physical disability, such as limitations in activities of daily living 

(ADLs) (Grundy et al., 1999;  Giovannucci et al., 2010; Yeh et al., 2008; Pitocco et al.2012; 

Wu et al., 2003). However, existing studies have not examined the implications of 

diabetes for years to be lived with other health conditions and disabilities.   Instead, 

most studies have focused only on the implications of diabetes for the risk of a single 

downstream health outcome.  Nonetheless, examination of the influence of diabetes on 

remaining life to be lived with multiple subsequent conditions and disabilities is 
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important, because it reflects the broader impact of diabetes on quality of life prior to 

death. 

Regional differences in diabetes prevalence in the US have been well 

documented (Danaei et al., 2009; Barker et al., 2011), but they are poorly understood, 

and little is known about regional differences in the implications of diabetes for life 

expectancy and its sequelae.  Here, we measure region in two ways---based on region of 

birth and region of residence at time of interview (current region).  The distinction 

between birth and current region has important implications for our understanding the 

root of contemporary regional disparities in diabetes prevalence and its consequences, 

because these two region measures may reflect key differences in the etiology of 

diabetes and other downstream diseases and conditions.  That is, birth region may act as 

a proxy for socialization into cultural norms, including diet and exercise patterns---i.e., 

\it historical \rm circumstances---whereas current region may reflect \it current \rm 

health care infrastructure disparities across locales (Zheng and Tumin, 2015). 

We contend that many disparities in health are, in fact, attributable to where 

respondents were born and raised rather than where respondents live as adults at the 

time of interview, and that current regional differences are probably simply attributable 

to lack of geographic mobility for many.  Thus, current region simply acts as a 

reasonable proxy for birth region.  If this hypothesis is correct, remedying regional 
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disparities in health requires policy interventions that influence cultural norms in 

childhood and not necessarily structural changes in the physical environment.  At a 

minimum, recognizing that disparities are driven by conditions in childhood can help 

redirect future studies to more precisely estimate the effect of structural deficiencies by 

measuring modeling such deficiencies at the right ``lags,'' rather than using current 

structural conditions as an imperfect proxy for historical ones.  In this application, we 

address the following questions:  (1) How do diabetic life expectancy and the proportion 

of life spent diabetic vary by birth region and current region?  (2) How many years, on 

average, can diabetics with ADLs or/and chronic conditions live, and does this vary by 

birth and current region?  (3) How does the proportion of life spent with ADLs or/and 

chronic conditions vary by birth and current region for diabetics?         

To answer these questions, we use the state space shown in Figure 7. There are 

nine states, including (1) being healthy, (2) being diabetic, (3) having at least one chronic 

condition (heart disease, stroke, cancer, or lung disease), (4) having at least one ADL 

disability (difficulty with dressing, bedding, bathing, toileting, walking, or eating), (5) 

being diabetic with at least one condition, (6) being diabetic with at least one ADL 

disability, (7) having at least one condition and one ADL disability, (8) being diabetic 

with a at least one condition and at least one ADL disability, and (9) death. Some states 

are partially absorbing, meaning that once a state is entered, returns to certain other 
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states are not possible. In particular, once an individual has been diagnosed with 

diabetes, s/he cannot transition to any non-diabetic state (i.e., H, C, A, AC), and once an 

individual has been diagnosed with a chronic condition, s/he cannot transition to any 

state that does not include a condition (i.e., H, D, A, AD). Further, no one can transition 

from the dead state to any other state. The parenthetical numbers next to each state 

indicate how many transitions are possible from the given state. Non-transitions (i.e., 

retentions) and transitions to death are excluded in these counts. 
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Note: States include (1) being healthy (Healthy), (2) being diabetic (Diab), (3) having at least one 

chronic condition (C), (4) having at least one ADL disability (A), (5) being diabetic with at least 

one condition (DC), (6) being diabetic with at least one ADL disability (DA), (7) having at least 

one condition and one ADL disability (CA), (8) being diabetic with a at least one condition and at 

least one ADL disability (DCA), and (9) death. Death is not shown but is allowed from all states. 

Retention is not shown but is allowed. The parenthetical numbers next to each state indicate how 

many transitions are possible from the given state. Non-transitions and transitions to death are 

excluded. One transition from A to DC has a small number, and therefore it is recorded to the 

transition from A to DCA.   

Figure 7. State Space of Interest 

The data we use come from the 1998-2014 waves of the Health and Retirement 

Survey (HRS). We use the RAND version of the data file to enhance replicability.  We 

restrict our sample to individuals 50 years old or older who were interviewed in 1998 or 
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brought into the survey as members of new cohorts added in 2004 and 2010. We further 

restrict the sample to one individual per household, and we eliminate the foreign-born 

and individuals who ever lived out of the United States in any wave. After these 

restrictions, our sample size is 17,686, with a potential of 83,962 person spells.  However, 

a number of individuals are missing health information at the beginning or ending of 

some spells.  After elminating missing spells, our analytic sample consists of 16,983 

persons measured on 80,146 spells (4% of respondents missing; 4.5% of spells missing). 

Our main independent variables of interest in the multinomial logit model 

include the respondent's region of birth and region of residence at the time of interview. 

Each has four categories, including northeast, midwest, south, and west, as defined by 

the US Census Bureau and measured here with dummy variables (southern birth and 

southern current residence=reference). Other predictors include age (in fractions of years 

based on month of birth and month of interview; range=50.2-109.7), sex (male=1), race 

(black=1; other race=1; white=reference), birth cohort (birth year-1900), marital status 

(married=1; unmarried=0), and years of schooling. Descriptive statistics for these 

variables are shown in Table 14. 
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Table 14. Descriptive Statistics 

Panel A: Predictors   

Variable Measure Descriptive Statistics 

Age years Mean 69.3, SD 10.7, Range [50, 110] 

Male dummy Proportion 44.5% 

Black dummy Proportion 18.1% 

Other Race dummy Proportion 3.0% 

Hispanic dummy Proportion 4.6% 

Education years Mean 12.5, SD 3.0, Range [0, 17] 

Married dummy Proportion 52.2% 

Birthyear years 

Mean 1935.4, SD 11.7, Range [1892, 

1959] 

Birth Region S (reference) Proportion 40.4% 

 NE Proportion 20.8% 

 MW Proportion 29.8% 

 W Proportion 9.0% 

Current Region S (reference) Proportion 41.6% 

 NE Proportion 15.4% 

 MW Proportion 25.9% 

 W Proportion 17.1% 

   

Panel B: States   

State 

Proportion in Spell 

1 (n=12,784) Proportion in Spell 8 (n=10,067) 

Healthy 48.8% 38.3% 

ADLs 6.8% 4.7% 

Conditions 21.7% 23.9% 

Conditions + ADLs 8.8% 8.7% 

Diabetes 5.4% 8.5% 

Diabetes + ADLs 1.4% 1.9% 

Diabetes + Conditions 4.3% 8.6% 

All three problems 2.9% 5.4% 

Total Diabetic Prevalence 14.0% 24.4% 
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Total Condition Prevalence 37.6% 46.6% 

Total ADL Prevalence 19.8% 20.7% 

Data Source: Health and Retirement Survey 1998 - 2014 waves.  

Note: Regions include west (W), south (S), northeast (NE), middle-west (MW). States include 

being healthy (H), being diabetic (D), having at least one chronic condition (C), having at least 

one ADL disability (A), being diabetic with at least one condition (DC), being diabetic with at 

least one ADL disability (DA), having at least one condition and one ADL disability (CA), 

being diabetic with a at least one condition and at least one ADL disability (DCA), and death. 

Our key outcomes of interest are the transitions an individual experiences across 

a spell, as indicated by the state space shown in Figure 7.  Under the original multistate 

life table method developed by Lynch and Brown, the dimensionality of the problem 

was low in part because the state space they investigated involved only two living states 

plus death, and in part because transitions were captured by treating the state at time t + 

n as the model outcome with the state at time t treated as a predictor along with other 

covariates. However, as we discussed above, this approach cannot be easily extended 

when a state space has partially absorbing states.  Thus, here, we treat the transitions 

themselves as the outcomes. Table~2 shows the counts of observed transitions in the 

person-spell data set. Of 81 possible transitions, 37 transitions are structural zeros due to 

at least partial absorption or a structural one (retention in the ``dead'' state). Thus, 44 

transitions are possible.  There were only 10 observations in cell representing a transition 

from ADL disability to diabetic with chronic conditions.  Because of convergence issues, 

we coded these respondents as ending the spell with diabetes, chronic conditions and 
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ADL disability. After omitting one transition as the reference, we are left with a 42 

dimensional multinomial outcome. 

Table 15. Counts of Observed Transitions 

  H A C CA D DA DC DCA Dead 

H 27954 1867 2227 434 755 60 96 30 680 

A 1308 2062 152 371 42 79 10* 25 504 

C 0 0 14501 2346 0 0 522 108 1431 

CA 0 0 1346 3710 0 0 59 193 1968 

D 0 0 0 0 4182 471 471 123 169 

DA 0 0 0 0 315 595 60 152 181 

DC 0 0 0 0 0 0 3540 976 581 

DCA 0 0 0 0 0 0 615 1968 907 

Dead 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ALL 

Note: States include being healthy (H), being diabetic (D), having at least one chronic condition 

(C), having at least one ADL disability (A), being diabetic with at least one condition (DC), being 

diabetic with at least one ADL disability (DA), having at least one condition and one ADL 

disability (CA), being diabetic with a at least one condition and at least one ADL disability 

(DCA), and death. * means that the ten observations were assigned to DCA. Of 81 possible 

transitions, 43 are not structural zeros.  

 

In theory, we could use the Gibbs sampler proposed by McCulloch and Rossi 

(1994) to sample parameters from a Bayesian multinomial probit model for subsequent 

construction of MSLTs. However, a state space as large as the one in the present 

application is computationally nearly infeasible. An alternative is to use an 

independence sampler either for a multinomial probit or a multinomial logit model. 

However, this high of dimensionality is problematic, especially in the logit model, 

because it tends to produce non-normal posterior distributions so that a multivariate 
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normal proposal density in an independence sampler yields very low acceptance rates 

(Rossi et al., 2005; Polson et al., 2013). Further, selecting the tuning parameter for a 

random walk Metropolis-Hastings algorithm also becomes increasingly difficult as 

dimensionality increases.    

Using the Gibbs sampler with Polya-Gamma latent variables referenced early can 

efficiently resolve these difficulties and allow for a general approach to producing 

MSLTs.  Here, we ran the Gibbs sampler twice from two randomly selected sets of 

starting values, generating 2500 posterior draws for each.  After monitoring convergence 

and mixing across the two chains, we dropped the first 500 values from each and 

thinned each chain to every 4th iteration, yielding 1,000 posterior draws. The 1,000 

posterior draws are available as online materials. 

After estimating the model parameters, we compute probabilities for each 

outcome transition at each age and insert these probabilities into age-specific transition 

probability matrices:  
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The  in this matrix sum to 1 across all values ( ) so that this matrix is not a 

true stochastic (transition probability) matrix. This problem can be remedied, however, 

by conditioning a cell’s probability on its row marginal. For example, we can obtain a 

true transition probability for the H-H transition as:  

 

 We made life tables for each of 16 combinations of birth and current region. 

From each set of coefficients, we generated 61 age-specific transition probability matrices 

for ages from 50 to 110. Each transition probability matrix has a dimensionality of 9 by 9. 

Other covariates (male, black, other race, married, birth cohort, and years of schooling) 

were set to their regional combination-specific mean levels. We generated 1,000 life 

tables using the 61,000 transition probability matrices for each regional combination. 

Following the life table procedure in the previous section, the life table quantities we 

calculated include , , , and . Life expectancy  is calculated by 

dividing  by  for each of the nine state. 

Features of the Results  

Our method generates results with three major advantageous features over 

alternative MSLT methods. First, state expectancies can be aggregated or divided in 
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various ways to obtain meaningful life table statistics, with uncertainty measured by 

credible intervals. For example, if we are interested in diabetic life expectancy, we can 

simply add up all life expectancies of states that are related to having diabetes, i.e. , 

, , . Similarly, we could calculate the life expectancy with chronic conditions 

by adding up the life expectancies of states that are related to having chronic conditions, 

i.e. , , , . The life expectancy with ADLs can be calculated by adding up the 

life expectancies of states that are related to ADLs, i.e. , , , . Another useful 

statistic that we can calculate from our life tables is the proportion of life remaining an 

individual can expect to live in a given state. For example, if we are interested in the 

percentage of remaining life a respondent can expect to live in the healthy state, we can 

simply divide healthy life expectancy by total life expectancy for all posterior samples to 

obtain a credible interval for this quantity. 

Figure 8 answers the question of how diabetic life expectancy and the proportion 

of life spent diabetic vary by birth region and current region, with 84% credible intervals 

provided. Our choice of 84% credible intervals is motivated by the literature on 

frequentist inference suggesting that using 83% or 84% confidence intervals when 

comparing multiple intervals to test hypotheses gives comparable results with a 5% level 

test, with the assumption that the standard errors are roughly equal [, Greenstone, and 
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SchenkerPayton et~al.2003]. If two 84% credible intervals do not overlap, then this is 

roughly equivalent to rejecting the hypothesis that the two values are equal at the 5% 

level. Diabetic life expectancies are calculated by aggregating across , , , . A 

longer diabetic life expectancy implies the respondent will spend more years as a 

diabetic, which is related to worse health outcomes. Results in the left panel are ordered 

by birth region, while results in the right panel are ordered by current region. Diabetic 

life expectancies appear more clustered by birth region than by current region. In 

general, we observe longer diabetic life expectancies for individuals born in the west or 

the south compared to those born in the northeast and midwest. At age 50, the diabetic 

life expectancies for the former are roughly between 6.5 and 8 years, whereas those for 

the latter are roughly between 5 and 6.5 years. Similarly, we observe higher percentages 

of diabetic life expectancies among individuals born in the west or the south, who, on 

average, spend 23%-28% of their life after age 50 being diabetic. The corresponding 

percentage for individuals born in the northeast or the midwest is just around 18%-23%. 
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Diabetic Life Expectancy                                                                     Percentage of Diabetic Life Expectancy 

  
Note: Regions include west (W), south (S), northeast (NE), and middle-west (MW). Results in the left panel are ordered by birth region, and 

results in the right panel are ordered by current region. DLE is calculated by adding up life expectancies of states D, DA, DC, DCA.  

Figure 8. Life Expectancy with Diabetes and Their Percentages from Total Life Expectancy, with 84% Credible Intervals
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A second advantage is that both population-based and status-based life tables 

can easily be constructed. Compared with population-based life tables, status-based 

tables allow us to evaluate implications of having a certain disease, such as diabetes, 

chronic conditions, and ADLs, because it conditions on the desired state. When making 

the population-based life tables, the radix is determined by outcome proportions at age 

50. When making status-based life tables, the radix is set so that all persons enter the life 

table in a specified state. 

Figure 9 answers the questions of how many years on average individuals and 

diabetic individuals with ADLs can live by birth and current regions, by showing 

population-based and diabetic status-based life expectancies with ADLs, respectively. 

84% credible intervals are constructed again. The credible intervals are wider in the 

status-based results due to reduced sample sizes. Results in the left panel of 

population/status-based figures are ordered by birth region, while those in the right 

panel are ordered by current region. In both the population-based and the status-based 

results, the life expectancies with ADLs appear more clustered by birth region than by 

current region. The ALEs are generally higher for individuals born in the south, 

compared to individuals born in other regions. For those born in the south, the ALEs 

range from 6 years to 7 years. By contrast, the ALEs for individuals born in other regions 

are roughly between 4.5 years and 5.5 years.
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Population-Based                                                                               Status-Based   

        
Note: Regions include west (W), south (S), northeast (NE), and middle-west (MW). Results in the left panel of the population/status-based 

graph are ordered by birth region, and results in the right panel of the population/status-based graph are ordered by current region. ALE 

is calculated by adding up life expectancies of states A, DA, CA, DCA.  

Figure 9. Population-Based and Diabetic Status-Based Life Expectancies with ADLs, with 84% Credible Intervals  
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We can also easily calculate the percentages of life spent with ADLs for both the 

population-based and the diabetic status-based tables by dividing ALEs by TLEs. 

Results are shown in Figure 10. In the population-based figure in the left panel, 

individuals born in the south have the highest percentages of life spent with ADLs 

compared to those born in other regions, with percentages of life spent with ADLs 

higher than 20 percent. The worst case is those who were born in the south but currently 

live in the northeast. In the diabetic status-based figure in the right panel, diabetic 

individuals born in the south also have the highest percentages of life spent with ADLs, 

exceeding 27 percent. Again, the worst case is those who were born in the south but 

currently live in the northeast. This population spends more than one third of their late 

life with ADLs. 
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Population-Based                                                                                    Status-Based   

     
Note: Regions include west (W), south (S), northeast (NE), and middle-west (MW). Results in the left panel of the population/status-based 

graph are ordered by birth region, and results in the right panel of the population/status-based graph are ordered by current region. ALE 

is calculated by adding up life expectancies of states A, DA, CA, DCA.  

Figure 10. Population-Based and Diabetic Status-Based Percentages of Life Spent with ADLs, with 84% Credible Intervals  
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The third advantages is that probabilities that one group has worse outcomes 

relative to another group can easily be computed. The results above suggest that being 

born in the south is linked to worse health outcomes. This can also be evaluated in the 

Bayesian framework by computing the proportion of life tables which imply the south is 

worse off relative to the other regions for each of the health outcomes examined. Among 

the life expectancies examined, shorter TLE and HLE, and longer DLE, CLE, ALE, 

DCALE indicate worse health outcomes, respectively. Results are shown in Table 17. 

The left panel shows the results of comparing birth regions. Being born in the south 

consistently predicts worse health outcomes compared to being born in other regions. 

An exception is the CLE. Patterns are less clear for results comparing current regions, as 

shown in the right panel. 
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Table 16. Population Based Summary of Results: p (South is worse) 

 Birth Region  Current Region 

Measure NE MW W   NE MW W 

TLE (<) 0.963  0.948  0.969   0.860  0.937  0.976  

HLE (<) 1.000  1.000  0.996   0.850  0.650  0.958  

DLE 1.000  1.000  0.697   0.507  0.173  0.626  

CLE 0.259  0.237  0.255   0.486  0.291  0.324  

ALE 1.000  1.000  1.000   0.050  0.015  0.006  

DCALE 1.000  1.000  0.963   0.409  0.108  0.467  

%HLE (<) 0.999  0.996  0.929   0.654  0.306  0.639  

%DLE 1.000  1.000  0.844   0.639  0.245  0.810  

%CLE 0.565  0.475  0.556   0.783  0.484  0.582  

%ALE 1.000  1.000  1.000   0.191  0.103  0.116  

%DCALE 1.000  1.000  0.990    0.502  0.168  0.650  

Note: Regions include west (W), south (S), northeast (NE), middle-west (MW). Life expectancies 

include total life expectancy (TLE), healthy life expectancy (HLE), diabetic life expectancy (DLE), 

life expectancy with chronic conditions (CLE), life expectancy with ADLs (ALE), life expectancy 

with all three health issues (DCALE).   

Conclusion 

In this paper, we extended the Bayesian approach to generating MSLTs 

developed in Lynch and Brown (2005). Taking advantages of a recent advancement in 

the Bayesian estimation of multinomial logit models using Polya-Gamma latent 

variables to facilitate Gibbs sampling, we are able to estimate high-dimensional 

parameter spaces and construct MSLTs. Our approach can easily and flexibly generate 

detailed life table statistics that can be used by policymakers. Our application using the 

HRS provides several examples of what kind of useful statistics one can calculate from 

the generated life tables. These statistics tell us that southern birth is worse than birth in 
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other regions, while southern residence is not necessarily much worse than residence in 

other regions. Our innovative findings on ALEs among diabetic individuals also suggest 

that status-based tables may have been underused. They provide more clinically 

relevant information, which becomes more apparent with complex state spaces. 

Our approach in its current form is not without limitations. Several challenges 

remain and need to be addressed in future studies, considering that longitudinal survey 

data with complex sampling designs (e.g. HRS) are often the sources for making MSLTs. 

First, the current approach does not adjust for complex sampling. Theoretically, there 

are two potential ways to deal with this issue. A weight matrix could be potentially 

incorporated to handle sample weighting, similar to the idea of weighted least squares 

(WLS) in general linear models (GLM). Off-diagonal elements could be further 

incorporated into the weight matrix to adjust for clustering. However, considering the 

high-dimensionality of our model, the size of the weight matrix will be prohibitive. An 

alternative is to apply the rescaling bootstrap method as in [, Hayward, Saito, Lubitz, 

Hagedorn, and CrimminsCai et~al.2010, and LubitzCai and Lubitz2007]. Within each 

stratum, we 1) draw PSUs with replacement, 2) create a new weight using the original 

survey weight and the bootstrapped samples as shown in [, Hayward, Saito, Lubitz, 

Hagedorn, and CrimminsCai et~al.2010, and LubitzCai and Lubitz2007], 3) rescale the 

outcome variable using the newly-created weight, 4) run the Gibbs sampling algorithm 

and calculate life table statistics, 5) repeat the process for a number of times. The 
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problem with this approach is that it will be extremely time-consuming to repeat our 

Gibbs sampling algorithm for a number of times for each stratum. Second, the current 

approach does not adjust for multiple person-spell records per person. In the 

frequentist’s approach, this can be adjusted by including a random effect for each 

person. However, incorporating random effects in multinomial logit models with a 

dimensionality as high as ours is challenging in the Bayesian approach. Third, as in 

many existing MSLT packages (e.g. SPACE), our approach assumes that the data are 

complete and only one transition can happen between successive observations for each 

individual. This assumption can be problematic as the length of the interval between 

interviews gets longer [, Hayward, Saito, Lubitz, Hagedorn, and CrimminsCai 

et~al.2010]. 

Despite these limitations, this paper makes an important contribution to the 

MSLT literature. Aside from the standard advantages of Bayesian inference, such as the 

ability to make probabilistic interpretations of the estimates and incorporate prior 

information, the specific approach proposed in the current study is more 

computationally efficient when estimating high-dimensional parameter spaces 

compared to existing MSLT packages. Future efforts are needed to adjust for complex 

sampling designs and incorporate random effects in our Bayesian approach. 
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Conclusions 

This dissertation is a collection of three essays on population studies. The first 

essay examines the effect of intra-household property rights on housheold members’ 

well-being, exploiting the 2011 Chinese Divorce Reform. The results from this chapter 

have two important theoretical implications. First, in the long run, the traditional gender 

norm conteracted the intended effect of the legal change. Second, transferring property 

rights from men to women does not have symmetric consequences compared to 

transferring property rights from women to men. The second essay examines the effect 

of a man’s retirement on his wife’s health. I find that a man’s retirement positively 

affects his wife’s mental and physical health through change her lifestyles. Not 

considering this positive spillover effect will lead to a biased estimation of the total effect 

of retirement. The third essay introduced a Bayesian method to make multistate life 

tables. The method is an extension of the method developed in Lynch and Brown (2005). 

In the chapter, I show that our method can produce meaningful results of complex social 

relations by estimating large state spaces. 
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Appendix A: Chapter 1 Online Tables and Figures 

Appendix Table A1. Effects of Intra-Household Property Rights on Women's and 

Men's Well-Being, Excluding Households with Parents' or Grandparents' Names on 

the Deed 

  Female Sample    Male Sample 

  (1)   (2) 

Treat * Year 2012  -0.0462*  -0.0163 
 (0.0265)  (0.0283) 

Treat * Year 2014-2016  -0.0203  -0.0293 
 (0.0239)  (0.0262) 

Year 2012 -0.0610  -0.0359 
 (0.0495)  (0.0484) 

Year 2014 0.453***  0.563*** 
 (0.0909)  (0.0869) 

Year 2016 0.396***  0.489*** 
 (0.136)  (0.129) 

# of Observations 36,868  33,428 

# of Individuals 10,586  9,692 

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered by household in brackets. ***, **, * denotes significance at 

the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. Age, age square, a constant term, and individual fixed 

effects are included in all models.   
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Appendix Table A2. Effects of Intra-Household Property Rights on Well-Being, for 

Individuals Lived in Owned Houses before the Reform 

  Female Sample    Male Sample 

  (1)   (2) 

Treat * Year 2012  -0.0597**  -0.0122 
 (0.0254)  (0.0314) 

Treat * Year 2014-2016  -0.0123  -0.0197 
 (0.0229)  (0.0286) 

Year 2012 -0.0609  -0.131*** 
 (0.0518)  (0.0488) 

Year 2014 0.432***  0.390*** 
 (0.0965)  (0.0839) 

Year 2016 0.367**  0.215* 
 (0.145)  (0.124) 

# of Observations 41,333  35,130 

# of Individuals 11,854  10,186 

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered by household in brackets. ***, **, * denotes significance at 

the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. Age, age square, a constant term, and individual fixed 

effects are included in all models.   
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Appendix Table A3. Heterogeneous Effects of Intra-Household Property Rights on 

Household Members' Well-Being, by Having a Boy 

  Female   Male 

  No   Yes   No   Yes 

  (1)   (2)   (3)   (4) 

Treat * Year 2012  -0.0724  -0.0495  -0.0812  -0.0103 
 (0.0519)  (0.0302)  (0.0585)  (0.0318) 

Treat * Year 2014-2016  -0.0140  -0.0357  -0.0964*  -0.0215 
 (0.0469)  (0.0271)  (0.0518)  (0.0295) 

Year 2012 -0.217**  -0.0691  -0.0589  -0.0977 
 (0.111)  (0.0527)  (0.0803)  (0.0615) 

Year 2014 0.0574  0.470***  0.515***  0.448*** 
 (0.213)  (0.0947)  (0.133)  (0.113) 

Year 2016 -0.248  0.425***  0.334*  0.312* 
 (0.321)  (0.141)  (0.196)  (0.169) 

# of Observations 9,242  31,181  8,707  28,740 

# of Individuals 2,687 
 

8,941  2,563  8,347 

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered by household in brackets. ***, **, * denotes significance at 

the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. Age, age square, a constant term, and individual fixed 

effects are included in all models.   
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Appendix Table A4. Heterogeneous Effects of Intra-Household Property Rights on 

Household Members' Well-Being, by Urban Status 

  Female   Male 

  Urban   Rural   Urban   Rural 

  (1)   (2)   (3)   (4) 

Treat * Year 2012  -0.0664*  -0.0270  -0.00845  -0.0213 
 (0.0370)  (0.0384)  (0.0392)  (0.0411) 

Treat * Year 2014-2016  -0.0274  -0.00523  -0.0200  -0.0375 
 (0.0340)  (0.0347)  (0.0367)  (0.0384) 

Year 2012 -0.119  -0.0737  -0.0692  -0.163*** 
 (0.0942)  (0.0624)  (0.0672)  (0.0592) 

Year 2014 0.302*  0.471***  0.416***  0.395*** 
 (0.182)  (0.110)  (0.122)  (0.0997) 

Year 2016 0.154  0.428***  0.235  0.229 
 (0.275)  (0.162)  (0.181)  (0.145) 

# of Observations 17,611  22,589  16,430  20,804 

# of Individuals 5,655  6,927  5,331  6,445 

Adjusted R square -0.0664*  -0.0270  -0.00845  -0.0213 

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered by household in brackets. ***, **, * denotes significance at 

the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. Age, age square, a constant term, and individual fixed 

effects are included in all models.   
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Appendix Table A5. Effects of Transferring Husbands’ Property Rights to Wives on 

Household Bargaining Outcomes 

  Confidence about 

the Future   

Log Housework 

Hours 

 

Log Work Hours 

  (1)   (2)  (3) 

Panel A: Female Sample          

Treat * Year 2012 0.0159  -  -0.0404 
 (0.0466)  -  (0.0587) 

Treat * Year 2014-2016 -0.0325  0.0224  0.0202 
 (0.0425)  (0.0364)  (0.0580) 

Year 2012 0.0297  -  0.0902 
 (0.0905)  -  (0.116) 

Year 2014 0.375**  0.158  -0.0671 
 (0.178)  (0.116)  (0.226) 

Year 2016 0.282  0.269  -0.0912 
 (0.270)  (0.174)  (0.350) 

# of Observations 13,852  10,471  6,577 

# of Individuals 4,160  4,159 
 

3,105 

          

Panel B: Male Sample         

Treat * Year 2012 0.0669  -  -0.125** 
 (0.0634)  -  (0.0619) 

Treat * Year 2014-2016 0.0508  0.0522  -0.00469 
 (0.0562)  (0.0660)  (0.0602) 

Year 2012 0.0676  -  -0.105 
 (0.0983)  -  (0.0663) 

Year 2014 0.586***  0.329  -0.313** 
 (0.191)  (0.271)  (0.127) 

Year 2016 0.556*  0.472  -0.493** 
 (0.287)  (0.412)  (0.201) 

# of Observations 10,970  8,284  6,238 

# of Individuals 3,317  3,317 
 

2,662 

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered by household in brackets. ***, **, * denotes significance at 

the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. Age, age square, a constant term, and individual fixed 

effects are included in all models.   
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Panel A: Female to Male in Enrollment Ratio by Level of Education          Panel B: Male and Female Mean Earnings 

 

 

Note: Panel A data source: UNESCO Institute for Statistics (2017). Panel B data source: Chi, W., & Li, B. (2014)’s calculation using the NBS Urban 

Household Survey data 1989–2009. Earnings are annual earnings in RMB Yuan.  

 

Appendix Figure A1. Gender Gaps in Education and Earnings in China  
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Appendix Figure A2. A Flow of Sample Restrictions 
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Female 

 
 

Male 

 

 

Appendix Figure A3. Trends of Subjective Well-Being by Treatment Status and 

Gender, 2003-2013  
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Appendix B: Chapter 2 Online Tables and Figures 

Appendix Table B1. Sample Structure 

 

Year  Number of Couples Percentage 

2008 and 2012 134 4.47 

2008 only 66 2.20 

2012 only 67 2.23 

2011, 2013, and 2015 595 19.83 

2011 and 2013 only 394 13.13 

2011 and 2015 only 88 2.93 

2013 and 2015 only 320 10.66 

2011 only 307 10.23 

2013 only 357 11.90 

2015 only 629 20.96 

Total 2957 98.53 

Data source: The China Health and Retirement Longitudinal Survey (CHARLS) 2011, 2013, 

and 2015 waves as well as its pilot waves in 2008 and 2012.  
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Appendix Table B2. Robustness to Alternative Retirement Definitions 

 Processed Retirement 

 Conventional Robust N 

  (1) (2) (3) 

Mental Health    
Self-rated health 0.704** 0.764** 4,160 

 (0.287) (0.343)  
Self-rated poor health -0.306** -0.356** 4,423 

 (0.153) (0.178)  
Subjective well-being 0.127 0.186 4,165 

 (0.232) (0.272)  
Depression -4.071* -4.462 4,261 

 (2.358) (2.780)  
Physical Health    

BMI 2.233 2.245 3,345 

 (1.630) (1.951)  
Functional limitation 0.0129 0.0462 4,769 

 (0.167) (0.198)  
Hypertension -0.0114 -0.00890 4,699 

 (0.143) (0.167)  
Stomach disease -0.228 -0.303 4,586 

 (0.162) (0.185)  
Lung disease -0.174 -0.209* 4,589 

 (0.108) (0.124)  
Heart disease & stroke -0.0624 -0.0747 4,630 

 (0.137) (0.161)  
Liver disease 0.0812 0.0935 4,598 

 (0.0717) (0.0835)  
Covariates Residualized 

Note: Standard errors clustered by individual in brackets. ***, **, * denotes significance at the 

1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. Covariates include husband's age polynomials (age, age 

squared, and age cubic), wife's age polynomials (age and age squared), whether wife is older 

than age 50, wife's low education, wife's childhood health, and year dummies. Columns (1)-

(2) are nonparametric RD estimates from the Stata package "rdrobust". "Conventional" 

estimates are estimated using conventional coefficient and variance estimators. "Robust" 

estimates are estimated using bias-corrected coefficient estimators and robust variance 

estimators.  
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Appendix Table B3. Potential Discontinuities in Predetermined Characteristics 

 

 Conventional Robust N 

  (1) (2) (3) 

Low education 0.137 0.0978 4,867 

 (0.221) (0.251)  
Childhood health status  0.609 0.696 4,944 

 (0.572) (0.656)  
Covariates Residualized 

Note: Standard errors clustered by individual in brackets. ***, **, * denotes significance at the 

1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. Covariates include husband's age polynomials (age, age 

squared, and age cubic), wife's age polynomials (age and age squared), whether wife is older 

than age 50, and year dummies. Columns (1)-(2) are nonparametric RD estimates from the 

Stata package "rdrobust". "Conventional" estimates are estimated using conventional 

coefficient and variance estimators. "Robust" estimates are estimated using bias-corrected 

coefficient estimators and robust variance estimators.  
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Appendix Table B4. Full Version of Nonparametric Fuzzy RD Estimates in Table 8 
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Note: *Significant at 10%; ** at 5%; *** at 1%. Numbers in parentheses show robust standard errors clustered at the person level. “Conventional” refers to estimates using 

conventional coefficient and variance estimators, and “Robust” refers to estimates using bias-corrected coefficient estimators and robust variance estimators. 

  

 



 

 

Appendix Table B5. Effects of the Husband's Retirement on the Wife's Health, 

Using One-Percent Population Survey 

 OLS  

RD 

(Conventional) RD (Robust)  N 

  (1)   (2) (3)   (4) 

Self-rated good health -0.0197***  -0.0786* -0.0795  110,426 

 (0.00338)  (0.0473) (0.0734)   

Covariates Yes  Residualized   

Note: Standard errors clustered by individual in brackets. ***, **, * denotes significance at the 

1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. Covariates include husband's age polynomials (age, age 

squared, and age cubic), wife's age polynomials (age and age squared), wife's educational 

attainment, whether wife reaches age 50, and year dummies. Columns (1)-(2) are 

nonparametric RD estimates from the Stata package "rdrobust". "Conventional" estimates are 

estimated using conventional coefficient and variance estimators. "Robust" estimates are 

estimated using bias-corrected coefficient estimators and robust variance estimators.  

 
 
 



 

 

Appendix Table B6. Spousal Joint Retirement Decision and Effects of 

Retirement on Health and Lifestyles among Wives  

 
OLS 

 Nonparametric RD  
N   Conventional Robust  

  (1)   (2) (3)   (4) 

Spousal Joint Retirement       

Wife's Retirement 0.290***  0.179 0.138  4674 

 (0.0165)  (0.236) (0.272)   
Mental Health       

Self-rated health 0.0884**  0.699 1.299  4,042 

 (0.0364)  (1.315) (1.642)   

Self-rated poor health -0.00611  -0.255 -0.456  4,312 

 (0.0169)  (0.459) (0.589)   

Subjective well-being -0.000180  -0.482 -0.592  4,075 

 (0.0271)  (0.682) (0.946)   

Depression -1.484***  -3.880 -4.609  4,149 

 (0.226)  (2.869) (3.460)   

Physical Health       

BMI 0.555***  -3.971 -4.270  3,252 

 (0.203)  (2.670) (3.456)   
Functional limitation -0.0539***  0.129 0.150  4,633 

 (0.0181)  (0.274) (0.341)   

Hypertension 0.0169  0.138 0.167  4,567 

 (0.0215)  (0.305) (0.390)   
Stomach disease -0.0515***  0.898 1.482*  4,451 

 (0.0197)  (0.641) (0.858)   

Lung disease -0.00210  -0.213 -0.299  4,453 

 (0.0136)  (0.248) (0.300)   
Heart disease & stroke 0.0958***  -0.0157 0.00551  4,494 

 (0.0189)  (0.251) (0.316)   

Liver disease 0.0134  -0.0630 -0.0982  4,465 

 (0.0105)  (0.141) (0.177)   

Lifestyles       

Smoking frequency -0.164  1.285 2.198  4,581 

 (0.125)  (1.026) (1.548)   

Drinking frequency -0.00387  -0.344 -0.244  4,465 

 (0.0226)  (0.669) (0.845)   

Plaza dancing or exercising 0.411***  0.235 0.0696  4,637 

 (0.0433)  (1.086) (1.313)   

Interacting with friends 0.0644  -2.405 -3.242  4,635 

 (0.0421)  (1.776) (2.168)   

Playing board games 0.162***  -2.691 -4.703*  4,637 

 (0.0386)  (2.033) (2.730)   



 

 

Covariates Yes  Residualized     

Note: Standard errors clustered by individual in brackets. ***, **, * denotes significance at the 

1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. For analysis of spousal joint retirement, covariates 

include husband's age polynomials (age, age squared, and age cubic), wife's age polynomials 

(age, age squared and age cubic), whether wife is older than age 50, wife's low education, 

wife's childhood health, and year dummies. For analysis of the wife's retireemnt on her own 

health, covariates include wife's age polynomials (age and age squared), whether wife is 

older than age 50, wife's low education, wife's childhood health, and year dummies. Columns 

(2)-(3) are nonparametric RD estimates from the Stata package "rdrobust". "Conventional" 

estimates are estimated using conventional coefficient and variance estimators. "Robust" 

estimates are estimated using bias-corrected coefficient estimators and robust variance 

estimators. 
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Appendix Table B7. Alternative Estimation Approaches 

 Parametric RD ±10 years  Nonparametric RD (Bandwidth 10) 

 RD1 RD2 RD3 N  Conventional Robust N 

  (1) (2) (3) (4)   (5) (6) (7) 

Mental Health         

Self-rated health 0.823* 0.915* 0.822** 2,568  0.849** 1.354** 4,160 

 (0.469) (0.512) (0.403)   (0.396) (0.587)  

Self-rated poor health -0.497* -0.575* -0.511** 2,724  -0.419* -0.745** 4,423 

 (0.270) (0.310) (0.255)   (0.214) (0.315)  

Subjective well-being -0.0748 -0.0706 -0.0607 2,572  -0.122 0.106 4,165 

 (0.336) (0.357) (0.311)   (0.286) (0.422)  

Depression -4.638 -5.080 -1.636 2,626  -3.412 -7.113** 4,261 

 (3.032) (3.254) (2.528)   (2.475) (3.573)  

Physical Health         

BMI 3.118 3.294 4.303** 2,097  3.385* 3.850 3,345 

 (2.053) (2.237) (2.012)   (1.868) (2.708)  

Functional limitation -0.0705 -0.0458 -0.107 2,936  -0.0938 0.0203 4,769 

 (0.233) (0.252) (0.182)   (0.194) (0.289)  

Hypertension -0.296 -0.201 -0.0731 2,815  -0.141 -0.0851 4,574 

 (0.204) (0.224) (0.177)   (0.181) (0.249)  

Stomach disease -0.0573 -0.108 0.105 2,829  0.0329 -0.284 4,586 

 (0.190) (0.207) (0.170)   (0.175) (0.251)  

Lung disease -0.0810 -0.138 -0.120 2,818  -0.112 -0.276 4,589 

 (0.138) (0.153) (0.135)   (0.127) (0.181)  
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 Parametric RD ±10 years  Nonparametric RD (Bandwidth 10) 

 RD1 RD2 RD3 N  Conventional Robust N 

  (1) (2) (3) (4)   (5) (6) (7) 

Heart disease & stroke -0.168 -0.146 0.00957 2,847  -0.0840 -0.117 4,630 

 (0.182) (0.191) (0.167)   (0.164) (0.223)  
Liver disease 0.0861 0.114 0.0615 2,830  0.0810 0.148 4,598 

 (0.104) (0.110) (0.0813)   (0.0899) (0.120)  

Lifestyles         

Smoking frequency 1.946 1.951 -0.0498 2,911  0.764 1.763 4,714 

 (1.300) (1.431) (1.011)   (1.147) (1.624)  

Drinking frequency -0.181 -0.0565 -0.0159 2,820  -0.0721 0.114 4,580 

 (0.260) (0.303) (0.228)   (0.210) (0.321)  

Plaza dancing or exercising 1.044* 1.235** 0.869* 2,937  0.903** 1.287** 4,775 

 (0.566) (0.627) (0.457)   (0.449) (0.648)  

Interacting with friends 0.0113 -0.0287 0.294 2,935  0.00311 -0.0368 4,773 

 (0.539) (0.578) (0.471)   (0.446) (0.663)  

Playing board games -0.684 -0.604 -0.335 2,938  -0.489 -0.502 4,775 

 (0.475) (0.508) (0.373)   (0.388) (0.557)  

Covariates Yes  Yes 
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 Parametric RD ±10 years  Nonparametric RD (Bandwidth 10) 

 RD1 RD2 RD3 N  Conventional Robust N 

  (1) (2) (3) (4)   (5) (6) (7) 

Note: Standard errors clustered by individual in brackets. ***, **, * denotes significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. For 

parametric analyses, covariates include the husband's age and age squared, the wife’s age, age squared, educational attainment, 

childhood health status, whether the wife has reached age 50, and year fixed effects. For nonparametric analysis, covariates include 

husband's age polynomials (age, age squared, and age cubic), wife's age polynomials (age, age squared and age cubic), whether wife is 

older than age 50, wife's low education, wife's childhood health, and year dummies. Columns (2)-(5) are nonparametric RD estimates 

from the Stata package "rdrobust". "Conventional" estimates are estimated using conventional coefficient and variance estimators. 

"Robust" estimates are estimated using bias-corrected coefficient estimators and robust variance estimators.  
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Note: I select the bandwidth using IMSE-optimal evenly-spaced method using spacings estimators. I use a uniform kernel to construct 

local-polynomial estimators, assuming equal weights for all observations. The figures are produced using the Stata package “rdplot”. 

Appendix Figure B1. RD Plots of Residualized Outcome Variables by Normalized Age
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